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lloway 4-H Club Members
ow Exhibits At Fair -
4-H Club won $5.00
the club having the most ex-
at the Marshall Count
ndra Bedwell won second
,,tor t-H club member v.. in-
the most blue ribbons.' Jan -
Ike won fourth place Li: the
ividual winning the most blue
he Junior 'Kirksey 4-H Chili
n a blue ribbon for having
best secretary's record-book.
ndividual entries were: Apron
potholder,. Diana Cavitt, blue
bon, Becky Moore, blue rib-
, Murray Training S c h 0 o 1;
amela Tidwell, blue ribbon,
ria Ray. blue ribbon. Linda
s, blue ribbon. Joan Riley.
_. ribbon. Nancy Wilson, Ohm
bon, Margaret Tucker, b I
bon, Phyllis Ezell, blue ril
n, Margaret Brandu n. Oita!
bbon, Kirksey High School.
School frocks - Meten tteleCal-
Ion. red ribbon. Cynthia Ezell,
i
b
ue ribbon. Sharon Slectd, blue
bon.. Phyllis Perry, blue rib-
n,'  Janice Perry, blue ribbon.
tn
etty Jones, blue ribbon, Caro.-
Palmer. blue ribbon, Mary
th Bazzell, blue ribbon. Rce-
ary Smith, blue ribbon. Deanna
ith, blue ribbon, Gail Trease,
ribbon. Toni Burchett, blue
bbon, Wanda Blakely, blue rib-
n, Kirksey High School.
Dress-up dress - Donna Grce-
an, blue ribbon. Murray Waif
t:hotil: E'vti IFICCkm7011Litthul_ rib-
n. Anita Brandon, blue rib-
n. Lorna Ross, blue ribbon,
andra Bedwell, blue ribbo n.
Nancy Bazzell, blue ribbon
,
Ilirksey High School: Pajamas
grid Housecoat - Gracie George
,
blue ribbon, Kirksey High
School.
Playsuit - Lila Cathey, blue
ribbon, Lynn Grove High School:
lanet Like, blue ribbon. Kirks...
)
offligh School: Formal-June 
Foy.
red ribbon. Murray High Scho
ol:
Electrical projects - Gary Eze
ll.
blue ribbon, .Don Marine,'
 blue
ribbon. Steve Trease, red r
ib-
Pre-School
e.tinic Will
Be Held
There will be a preschool
- clinic held Friday August 
2,
at 8:30 AM at the Calloway
County),Health Center for Lynn
Grove school. All childien who
are entering school this fall-must
40ve a smallpox vaccination and
a physical examination. This will
be the only clinic held for
Lynn Grove.
At 1:30. PM there will be a
clinic for Maze! School. this
also will be the only clinic held.
Parents are- asked to please
britig children for these clinics
as it will not be possible,h-asate
make up clinics. 1. 1
WEATHER '
REPORT
_ By UNITED PRESS
Southwest, south central and
southeast Kentucky - partly
Voudy and a little warmer today.
tonight and Saturday High today
90, low tonight 68.
Some 5:0 a m. temperatures -
Louisville 65, Lexington 64,
Bowling Green 66„r Paducah 69.
Covington 64 London 66 and
Hopkinsville 71
Evansville Id., 65.
• College Weather Observation
FP•rrne: 8:15 a.m.
Highest Temperature: 90
„ Lowest Teroperatutte: 74
' Temperature at 8:15 78
Relative Humidity: 83';-,
Barometric Pressure: 29.65
Wind Velocity; 6 m.p.h.
wind Direction: Southeast
Precipitation: 0
Largest
irculation In
The City
Largest
irculation In
The County
kealPbreeee-, •
rr-
IN OUR 78th YEAR
*r"--
...,... • = •
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky 
Community Newspaper
Mursffz.Ky., Friday" Afternoon, July 26, 1957
MURRAY POPULATION 10,100
First.
with
Local News
and
Local Pictures
4-.‘
Vol. LXXVIII No. 177
94,700  IS LOW BID -ON SCHOOL, BUM
Dr. Underwood To
Be Guest Preacher
On Two Sundays
Woman Killed One FOREST FIRE R
OCKETS
Mile South Mayfield
MAYFIELD - - Linda,
Scholes, 21O Mayfield, was fatal-
l-y. injured in a traffic accident
when a car in which she Was
riding collided with another ve-
hicle one mile south of here on
Ky. 121 Thursday night.
Kentucky state police reported
today that her clAtth brought the
yearly count to 435 persons killed
in traffic accidents, compared to
412 persons killed during the
same period in 1956.
Films Are Viewed
At Health
Department
The science of public health,
long concerned With communica-
ble diseases, finds now that its
preventive methods are con-
quering -the traditional causes of
death of our forefathers. The
death rate is lower in general.
,and we are living longer, to
become disabled and die of heart
disease and cancer.
Hewlett Cooper, Health Educa-
tor from the State Health De-
partment previewed yilms on
these two diseases, heart and
cancer to a group at the Health
Center. These films are available
to any club or group that would
like to have them brought to
their organization and shown
with pamphlets for distribution.
- He stressed the fact that in
1955, in Kentucky 27,505 deaths
occurred from which 13, 642 were
caused from heart and cancer.
occurred from these two alone.
Early Diagnosis, and Regular
Physical. Examinations. Mean
Longer Life, according to medi-
cal authorities. Two of three
could be saved if' only people
ple would visit • their family
Physician before its too late.
Mr. Cooperilso announced the
coming of a free movie at the
Varsity .Theater at a very near
date, in he interest of health,•
ROCKETS FOR EXTINGUISHING 
fclest fires are displayed in Bea
u-
mont. Calif.. their first publi
c showing by the Grand Cen
tral
Rocket company of Redlands, C
alif. They carry a solid propel
lant.
Robert Greene, who developed th
e "Little Vanguards," kneels b
e- •
side one. They travel up to 180 
mph, and from 400 to 1,200 yar
ds,
with a water load. 
(international Soundphoto)
"120 Days Around Pacific"
Subject Of Talk To Rotary
talk was
delivered 'yesterday by Dr. Walt-
er T. Taylor before the Murray 
his guest H. Goebel. president at
Rotary Club.I He was introduced t
he Cardinal Life Insurance
by Dr. Ralph Woods. . C
ompany of Louisville Mr. Goe-
bel is also a former Insurance
Commissioner of the state.
The only visiting Rotarian was
Al Lindsey: of Mayfield.
a guest of his brother Ronald
Dr. Taylor...spoke ma "120 Days
Around the Pacific" which had
to do with a trip he and an as-
sociate made over the Pacific
waters studying the flora ane'.
fauna of the many islands in the
Pacific. Six From One•
Dr. Taylor told (hi' club ihat Family Stay At
,and his companion traveled
Love Thy Neighbor - over 18.000 miles during the four 
Murray Hospital
Graham Preaches monthsand visit
ed Hawaii. Aus-
t N •   Fiiiland 
If you were reading the hospi-
NEW YORK -Qt- Billy Gra-
ham preached a sermon on "Love
thy neighbor" Thursday night
and told how he had tried earlier
in the day to practice what he
preached.
T h e 38-year-old evangelist
went to court Thursday to offer
help to Louis Silvers, 46, who
was there to post bond on char-
ges he took pp a $491 collection
for himself at Graham's Yankee
Stadium rally Saturday. -
"I told that man, 'God loves
you, God loves you, You, God
loves you' ana he does love that,
man accused of taking -the Lord's
money." Graham said before a
Madison Square Garden audience
of 18,800.
He later told the lipited Press
that he "felt it only right to go
see this man whose life has been
affected through our crusade,
even though in a tragic manner;
L.promised we. would do whet.
we could to help him."
Graham said he was "unable
to talk properly with: him" be-
cause "there were so many pho-
aphers around and Mr.
SilVen; was upset about it."
r a, ewZealand, j s s.
'Japan. Hong Kong then Alaska.
He began his talk by .quoting
the president of Mills College in
which he. urged a greater stud)
of the wrirld about us in 'order
II) ,obtain a more complete edu-
cation. This study would • give
more information about their
neighbors, thus create a better
understanding, he said. "
Dr. Taylor showed slides of
the many places that he tislied
and gave the dub some idea as
to the beauty of the "nem loca-
tions that he stayed at. He show-
ed some slides of birds native to
Hawaii which have become ex-
tinct.
-After having made the trip,
Dr. Taylor said that. he now nas
a or eater understanding of the
pe,pples in that part of the world.
Dr., William G. Reed. a guest
of Dr. Woods, operated the slide
projector. Dr. Carl Seyfert of
Vanderbilt University Was also_ a
guest of Dr. Woods. He will
bring the program next week.
Grady James of McKenzie was
a' guest of James Garrison As-
sistant Attorney General Z c
Stewart was a guest of Owen
Billington. Ralph Churchill wro
Murray To Play
Paducah Today
The Murray Legion TeaM-and
the 'Paducah Little Chiefs wilt
meet today in Mayfield tit 210
in the final game of a three
game series which is tied up.
Paducah won over Murray ui
the oPener with a 8-5 victory in
Padueah. In thek next game Dan
Pugh put down the Chiefs with
a 5-3 win. '
A rhubarb developed when the
learns could • not decide just
where the third same- was to be
played. P -finalfy decided
that the game would be plaeti
in the War Membrial Stadium in
Mayfield on neutral ground.
The winner of this same today
will win the trip -to the Westerii
Sectional Tournament at Louis-
ville July 31-ugust 1-2,
-Dan Pugh will be on •tne
mound today and Freddie-Austin:
will carry the -pitcher's- duties
for • Paducah.
tal news yesterday you may have
wondered what under the sun
had happened to Mrs. .Charles
Geraghty. Miss Mary Catherine
Geraghty. Master Charles Ed-
ord.Geraghty Miss Patricia And
Geraghty, Master Joseph Louis
Geraghty, Master WilliamAntho-
Geraghty, 4907 Ranchland Drive,
I. uisville.
A check with the hospi
tal
ri-vealed that the family was on
vacation Tuesday and while in
the vicinity of Cherokee State
'
Park had a head on coll
ision
with another car. The only per-
son to receive more serious i
n-
juries was Mrs. Geraghty- 
who
had a - broken'arm.
Fhe children received bum
ps
rind small cuts, but were othe
r-
wise not injured. Mr. 'Geragh
ty
was not insured. •
The ;amity was seeking a place
I' spend the night when the
acident ocCurred. They were all
brought to Murray Hospital and
released yesterday.
The Max Churchill Ambulance
was used to return the. family.
Mr. --and Mrs. Geraghty ha
ve
seven children and were on their
first vacation.
Employees at the Murray
pita' did all they could to make
the family comfortable during
their Stay, at the hospital.
RETURN FROM TRIP
Mrs. Judy Adams and daugh-
ters, Susie and Teressa, returned
recently from a ten-day trip to
the Northeastern stairs. Among
the points of interest they visited
.,vere Detroit, New York, Balti-
more, Niagra Falls. and Canada.
Mrs. Adams is the owner of
Judy's Beauty Shop oh North
Fifth Street.
A super camera that can take
pictiares at the rate of two million
frames per Second is used by
the 'Naval Ordnance Laboratory.
exactly what happens
*diver Spring, Md.. 'to slhon,mainv
!explosive explodes. _
p.
dam**, • •
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bon. Michael Palmer, red ribbon,
Kirksey High School: Breakfast
poster Annette Palmer, blue
ribbon, Janet Like, blue ribbon,
Kirksey High School.
All .the entries in canning and
food projects from Callowa
County exhibited by Kirksey 4-H
members. These included: Carlo.
fled greens - ,Annette Palmer,
urr-ribbOn; Canned green beans
-Annette Palmer. blue ribbon,
Canned Cherries - Janet Like.
blue ribbon; Canned blackberries
-Janet Like, blue ribbon, Toni
Burchett, blue ribbon, Sandra
Bedwell, blue ribbon; Canned
plums-Toni Burchett, blue rib-
bon; Canned peaches-Toni Bur-
chett, blue ribbon; Sugar cookies
--Annette Palmer, blue ribbon,
Nancy Bazzell, blue ribbon, Mary.
_Beth Birzzell. blue ribbon, Janet
Like, red ribbon; Drop cookies-
Annette Palmer, blue ribbon.
Nancy. parson,  b1ujbbon, Mary
Beth Bazzell, blue ribbon, Janet
Like, blue ribbon .
Iced cup cakes-Annette Pal-
mer, blue ribbon. Sandra Bed-
well, blue ribbon, Nancy Bazzell,
red ribbon, Mary Beth Baize'',
red ribbon; Biscuits-Nancy Bar-
rel', blue ribbon; Cornmeal muf-
fins - Nancy Bazzell, blue rib-
bon. Mary Beth Bazzell, blue
ribbon; Whole wheat muffins -
Nancy Ba:sell. red ribc _SOC
rolls - Nancy Sewell, red rib-
bon, Mary Beth Bazzell, blue
rIbbiser Table setting 4-H--San-
Rita Bedwe blue'
craft - Janet Like, blue ribbon
CHARITABLE GESTURES
HOLLYWOOD Shapely
actress June Blair took almost
everything off when she raised
$10,000 for charity by doing a
strip-tease. But the last success-
ful bidder had to wait until she
returned from her dressing room
fully clothed before he could
collect her Bikini.
THE EASY WAY
MOBILE. Ala. lIP-Il use-
breakers who robbed Nat Berger
of some $5,000 in jewelry and
bonds found it pays-to ,start at'
the bottom and work' your way
up. They squeezed under Berg:
erss house, smashed their way
through a concrete floor and
came up under safe.
- 
Critical Miss
THIS MISS must 'be criti
cal of
either the weathir or the pho-
tographer as she stands aboard
the liner Independence on ar
-
riving in New York. She's the
daughter of USAF Lt. and Mrs.
Louis Vorwaller, was born in
Italy while he was statione
d
there. The Vorwallers and IO-
Us Dana are from JacksontrI
lle,
Fla. (Internat
ional)
- -
ela....e..-ao-oroei000sto
Dr. J. E. Underwood, of Paris,
Tennessee, will be the guest
preacher at the 11 o'clock ser-
ve at the Lynn Grove and
Goshen Methodist Churches on
successive Sunday mornings,
3tuly 28, and August 4, respect-
fully.
or. Underwood is widely
known locally having served
many years as the pastor of
some of the leading churches in
the Memphis Conference. Inime-
diately _prior to his retirement
he was District-Superiaende-nt
the Memphis District.
"lT
 -
e will be'. 'preaching--
absence of the pastor, Rev. H. W.
Owen. who is attending a four
week Pastor's School at Ergory
University, Atlanta, -Georgia.
!Everyone is cordially invited
to hear Dr. Underwood.
Fair Skies Will
Continue In East
Fair skies were expected to
continue today over the drought-
parcheel East, and the one-time
Western -dust bowl" was mired
in more moisture than it could
handle.
J'orecasters said no rain was
in sight for an 11-state Eastern
area in the grip of a two-month
'drought. " Damage to crops in
the region, extending from Maine
to Virginia, is estimated at tens
of millions of dollars and farm
experts .warned the figure could
shoot much higher unless rains
days. •
The West. hit by rains up to
,six inches Thursday. was due
tor more rain today. Weathermen
predicted thundershowers from
the western slopes of-toe Rockies
eastward to the..Great --Lakes.
States affected by the Eastern
drought are Maine. New Hamp-
shire, parts of Maine, New Jer-
sey( Pensylvania, Delaware, Vi
r--
ginia, MAKS achusetts Connect'',
cut Rhode Island and Maryland.
Weathermen said rain in the
eastern drought area has been
BO_ per cent below normal since
early_ May.
FIVE DAY FORECAST
By UNITED PRESS
Kentucky - Temperatures fir
the five day period. Saturday
through Wednesday, will ayer-
age near normal for the state.
Mean temperature is. 77.  Little
warmer Saturday but no:Impor-
tant changes there after Pre-
cipitation will average one quart-
er of an inch or less with a
change I If showers Monday
through- Wednesday.
Jimmy Bucv is Low Bidder,
Board To Decide By August 2
Bid; for the construction of the
new Band and Manuel Arts
Training Building at Murray
High School were, opened last
night at bined meeting
of the Murray CityCouncil and
the City School Board.
Mayor -George Hart was the
presiding officer at the opening
of the hds. Attending were the
city council, the school board,
em 
Murray
ralcontraelors,±nostofthem 
from 
-Tour-bids-on the hoilding_wele_
received,' with Jimmy Bucy,,lo.-
cal building contractor, having
the low bid of $94,700.
R. B. Routon of Paris, 'Tenn-
essee tufted in a bid of $97,760.
,The Calroway County Lumber
Company's bid was $99,869. and
Rickman and Cooper had a bid
of $101,819.
After ,the opening- bids, a short
discussion was held by the
combined bodies. Mayor Hart
told the school board that they'
could accept the lowest bid last
night, or they could discuss the
matter further to see if hey
wanted to make any changes in
the building in order to cut the
cost
Bidders were dismissed while
a . discussion was held. The call
meeting of the council was ad-
journed and the members of the
school _ board remained to talk
over I. f. c.f the 5iduIst4
to see if they could determine
-just u.hat to do.
They have -fifteen days in
bids.
W, Z, Carter, Superintendent
of City Schools said today that
the school board would make a
decision by Friday August 1
:which is next Friday, and that
they would notify the city council
of their action.
It is expected tha a full de-
cision will be made at that time.
The new building will be con-
ktructed just South of the pres-
ent...A. B. Austio School on Sou,h
Ninth Street.. Two homes were
located there but have been
moved. One was moved to South
Eight Street to be used as
residence, .and t ot her was
moved to just behind the stadium
where it will be used for storage
purposes temporarily.
The building will be paid for
by the selling of revenue bonds.
These bonds will be retire( with
Underwater broadcasting 'has
been developed by the Naval
Ordoance Laboratory, Silver Spr-
ing, Md., to tell what happens
inilde a mine before it blows
up an enemy ship. The mine
atitomatically transmits the data
to a monitor radio -nearby.
Program Set For
Picnic Saturday
Riley G. Arnold will be the
speaket tomorrow at the annual'
Farm Bureau picnic at the city
park. His address will be given
at 11:00 o'clock in the morning.
Mr. Arnold'avorked ao a county
agent Mr twelve years ,and served
as district agent for ten years,
with the Extension Service in
Alabama.
He has been with the American
Farm Bureau as regional or-
ganization direttor since 1937
for thirteen southern states. Dur-
ing this time the membership has
risen from over 29,000 to -over
579,000 at the present time.
The schedule of events in. 'to-
morrow's program will be as
folloWs:
9:30 a.m. 4-H Tractor Driving
Contest
10:30 sin. Talent Find : Musi-
cal Numbers, etc.
MOO a.m".‘--Address - Organ-
ized Agriculture Mr. Riley
Artiold, Auburn, Alabama
I
•
• 1
fllley (1. Arnold
11:30 a.m. Introduction - King
and Queen contestants
12:00 a.m., Lunch
1'30 p.m. Selection of King
and Qteeri foi Calloway Coup-
ty Farm Bureau '
2:00 p.m. Select alai' Announce
_some money from the Minimum
Foundation program and the re-
mainder, the greater part, by
present taxes. No increase in
taxes will be 'made to pay for
the building.
The new building will be two
floors, with the first floor to
be used by the". inaituel arts
'department and the secand floor
by the-band. It will be of modern
con,structioo and similar to the
present buildings: *
The building will have a large
auditorium and two class rooms,
-each-floor:- -The-upper-JR/or
where the band will be locatedo
wiR have glass brick instead
of windows on the .side next to
the A. B. Austin school.
There will be two stairWiys to
the upper floor which will' pro-
vide ready entrance or exit
When the new building is com-
pleted. the Murray High School
grounds will have one of the most
complEte physical plants of any
school in this section a: the
state. '
Fire On Ammo
Ship Put Out
In Short Time
NEW YORK -411-- An elec-
trical fire broks out in the U.S.
Navy ammunition ship Mauna
Loa t .ay ou
Harbor but was extinguished
w•ithirt - a few hours the Coast
Guard reported.
The 5,450 ton vessel. carrying
3.500 tons of ammunition and
with a crew of 220 aboard, was
bound for Earle. N. J., where the
Navy maintains an ammunition .
dump.
The Navy said the fire broke
out at 10:20 a.m. e.d.t. in the
engine room dot to electrical
failure. It was brought under
eorosol ,shortly before noon by
members of the crew.
There -were no injuries _aboard
ship, the Navy reported.
When the fire was contained,
Mauna Loa in tow and begun
pulling her to Gravesend Bay in
New York Harbor,
The Mauna Loa is commanded
by Capt. -F. J. Harlfinger II.
The captain reported that the
fire was confined entirely to the
engine room. He said it was
extinguished shortly after noon.
The ship had left the Brooklyn
Navy Yard for- the New Jersey
dump site less than an hour be-
fore the fire Was discovered- •
Two destroyer escorts,. four
"tire-fighting_ ships two Coast
Guard cutters and a New York
City Fire Department boat were
ordered to the scene immediately
aft4r. the Mauna Lpa's radio
crackled *lire- aboard.'"
They maihtained their vigil, in
the,inimeniate area as a preeau-
tinfiry measure,- even after the
trtire was extinguished.
William B. Minims
Honored At Fort Sill
William B. Williams, graduate
of Murray State College and Cur-
rently attending the Field Artil-
lery Officer's Basic Course at
,Fort Sill, Oklahoma, has been
commended by the commanding
officer, of, theArmy Artillery and
Missile School there.
-Williams, was designated. an
outstanding student for superior
perfi1rmance arith-e -school and
was third in a class .of- seventy
Iwo attending. Held 'a scholastic
standing of 92.815.
He is a ROTC graduate of
Murray State and received fey-
eral hi;nors- while in school hero.
He received recognition for hav-
ing the :highest scholastic average
for -four years of • any ROTC
student.
He is the sun of ,Mr. and Mrs.
Bryant Williams \of Columbia.
Tennessee and a nephew of
'James C. Williams of the Ledger
and Times.
••••
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. . MAJOR LEAGUE
BASEBALL SCORE BOAR
Math-4Y; HENIIIUCKY
Rip Coleman Tries1
To Drop Pre ix
D
Sy UNITED PRESS
-
Southpaw Rip Coleman, label-
ed "wild-but promising" when
with the New York Yankees,
American League
• :Jr 1.- Pct. GB
New York 32.a..852
Chicago 54 35 .615 :as
Boston 50 13 .538 10,2
t..-.ea eland 47 46 .505 13,2
Deta,a 46 46 50o .4
ilt 'more 44 48 .478 lb
.atiaas_ city 34 58 370 2
6
.347 26'2
Yesterday's Games
ahieago _If New 'York 2
Boston 5 Kansas City 3
Baltimore 3 Detroit 0
 Washington 3 Cleveland 2, 10 'inn
A BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
Pray for one
James 5:16
another that ye may be healed
A remarkably successful physician in Cincin-
nati always-added prayer -to his medications
DISCIPLINE NECESSARY •
, Airman Donald Wheeler %%Ito. refused an order to 
get
a close haircut at his lase in -Tokyo. and who subsequent-
.
ly .was tried by court martial was freed •today.The com-
mander oLthe base sii•iti -errors" and "irregularities" 
in
the court martial brought about the freedom of Whee
ler.
Today Whee•ler is crowing about his release. and'says
.1te_will,.nexer.4._,et_a _haircut order again. • -
In- our estimation the: Air !'orre should have stuck br
-447-gui -is.---and-c_arried_out_ihe_full_seiltence of our months
Today's Games
Chicago at Baltimore
Detroit at New York
Kensas City itt -Washington
Clete:land at Boston
Tomorrow's Games
Kansas City at Washingten
Chicago .at Baltimore, night .
Detroit at New York
Cleveland at Boston
National
Milwaukee 54
St. Louis • 52
Brooklyn 52
Cincinnati 53
Philadelphia 51
New York 42
Pittsburgh 35- 59
Chicago 31 58
League
Pct.
.574
.571
.585
.564
548
.452
.3-t2
348
is carnally taking steps to re-
move the first part of the tag
in an effort to gain another
GB major league trial.
40 Coleman stopped the Columbus
99 % Jets on three hits in an lnterna-
40 1 tional--League Wednesday night
41 1 game, enabling his Buffalo mates
42 21.2 pick up a I-0 victory. Cole-
51 man's sixth triumph nuaged the
19 Bisons' league leaa to two games.
20m the ruruier-up Richinotia- Vir-
---aarnens larmt - sewm•-imateata.
`won hoc ester, dropping the
opener, anu taking tne math-
cap, 7-8. Miami nipped Montreal,
4-a and Havana tripped luronto,
2-0.
Dick Ricketts broke a five-
game Rochester losing streak as
Yesterday's Games
New York 5 Chicago 2
Philadelphia 5 Milwaukee 3
St. Louis 3 Brooklyn-2. night
Cincinnati 9 Pittsburgh 1, night
•
Today's Games
Philadelphia at Chicago
Brooklyn at Cincinnati, night
New York at Milwaukee. might
Pittsburgh at St. Loula night
Tomorrow's Games
Philadelphia at Chicago
Brooklyn at Cincinnati
New Yoe* at Milwaukee
Pittsburgh at St. Louis
Today's Sport Parade
By OSCAR PSALM
11Milog Pans aillosia MOW
in prison a.ind. the fine of $200. . • -DAYTON. °
hie' 11111-------Eddie
The-errors" and -irregularities" the base commander
 saa ..f, no led the -last Dana
s_poke Of are_ probably irof 'as. Ladoga he.saVs, and repre-
sent his ex.‘4,-.4.-when the real rea....ei-is the furor eaused .
.,i, . iii.lunal ague pennant 1I1
.(...,./O, east a launaicea eye at
by-,sOme-tbrigressizten afid sobsters: back home. 
, ..1.• a4ailioalectiicu saper-star 4.4
• NVe thin* it boitsalown_to__:, skrnple queation of whether : "'"udli "34Y 
a anti named a
_ 
the army will have dist:44111e or tliti..W.e don't particular- 
:zuultrat,mttrt..earn .wnich a luatieu with
ly like 4i, conform_ in stin.it t;t:e:ti. but the army is a good 1.,,11 '
can have your "name"
place to be a conformer.. • . ' - 
:.,...irs SUCta as sea.1kiillatila. !faux
___...a. stra-
.vaion alio Yogi. Berra. btawyer,
..An ortit•r in the-army' is an orsiet...if our memory-seive..,  at_tataimataa_aausaisats
us right. arid we don;t .recall iiinyone questioning it. , .-.„;‘,..,:s as 
he it-Ct the '2'hiiiika
.. A R.:*/ full has been made in recent years to have a ••-• i"Eir sir" 
lug in '13
"sof
ra
ter" arm. 7.-hich in ti...our opinion is ar'lnipossibility.'.
1...ita. Lite premium on team woarm:-.
.., ik CIL iLi talent.
The rujes have to be ilarsi bound • rules and orders have fit: e‘en- WU%
 Willie Mays
to be obeyed. wherfli.-eit '0;fr•-•-' 'in likes it • or not. •Fifteen -1 '" k"7 4" u'eE
 li':" :̀) Mat"
years ag'S a iterocf wh t.i. ,.,. 1,•te.d not, ta ke -orders was dis- 
•-i the larucees as a ceuteruedier.
- P -, 
,plaidial tne "say ney eta -0)
charged 'as an tinde,..iel, ,.,.. or was given a discharge air ow seat ce
nteriwaser in base.
which indicated-that he ' . ..,- tit,: able to aceept army life. 'MIL'. The Dream Team
rossibly -Airman Wh.et..'-..r is _looking for a Section VIII i sawyer s. au-star tea.. - the
dischifge, i•ut beforev he recei% es it.. he should learn, that • on its use to maaasse 
above
carrying out orders,11ch.lieever they might be, is the mark 
an :oiners ICan thinaul aala)
o_f a good soldier.. -t-sa-M7r; Hal Snuth, St. Luau-
•
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For The Best In Sports 
f1 okarUillikka„ SeeOrICI Mae, Johnny
, .' etniste
, Cincinnati twos; 'iniru
wise, awn lloree"cot. Lwths (Air-a-
ka:A Shortstop, Johnny' La•an,elfavaultee; Lett hem, laws.**
Read The Ledger Sports Page
a 
I Manta% aew Y o r a ' Y
anxees,
!at:nu:Meld. Willie Mays, Giants,
-- ;Right Lam. Ai Keane, Detruii,
- 
l eachers, ten-hander, Hilly Pier,
1 ,tahite box, right -Ininaer, Jae
.
SCOTT DRUG CO.
"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
Corner at 4th & Main Phone 433
Saturday Specials!
184--CHARCIDAL GRILL
• 21" CHARCOAL GRILL
24" CHARCOAL GRILL
GOOD USED HAND MOVETk
21" Excello ROTARY MOWER
Eureka VACUUM CLEANER'
---Robbint•Me'yers. FLOOR--FrAN
'ROTISSERIE BARBECUE ..
6 QL_ ICE CREAM- FREEZER
,NRVIN POLD'ING CHAIR  
:13Va- SALE
9.95 8.95
12.95 10.95
  14.95 12.95
 10.00
109.00 80.00
  69.95 .50.00
  49.50 '24.50
34.50 24.95
  14.95 12.50
3.95 2.95
6 .MALLEt CROQUET SET  9.50 7.95
ALL. METAL LAWN CHAIRS  550 4.50
ALUMINUM CAKE- COVER . 12.95 1.95
'PLASTIC CAKE COMER  2.95 1.95
AME* STEP STOOL  14.95 11.95
_ QT. REVERE SAUCE PAN 6.25 3.99
8" REVERE COVEREla SKILLET   7.75 4.99
KURFEE:S BEST GRADE •
.OUTSIDE WHITE PAINT  6.60 •
STARKS. KA WARE
pAR,,(,NG,Is NO PR
P . .r
 - Sante/re, Pinnies.
"And to manage that team. I'll
take :Waiter Alston,". Sawyer A-
seited. "He dues tne sob tne way
it should be clone."
t "I still • don't 'like le
ft
this way, even though I have 
to
•
Current Set Up Of
1-• rot ess ion Football
Best Yet, Grange
9
By TOM NILSON
Uriitsd Presilltaff Corr•Sp
ondont
'.% ASH INUTONitP alit czar
prafessiunal football said to:
nay. the sport May be "d
oomed"
usoess t.....suagreaa acts to ,exe
mpt
some of its key features from
anti-trust laws. -
Beat Bell, conanissioner of the
National k uut USii Leaage,- pro-
-posed a four-,mart plan of ca
m-na-
tion from a :supreme. Court edsc
rliujetihrts pru tuottlal tO WU-
: is rtittattuo. .
ne scatterea SIX hits in register-
ing kiss eighth win. tuctuncesa's
Jun Coates tailed tor Inc Uinta
mug to gain ha tenth aactory.
Aine a:litres grand siam_ hornet.
Knotted the second contest-AI-if
out the bottom ut the ninth to
give reliever Sonny James his
iourth triumph.
, Pressure Caused
Bowl Tie-up Drop
give- it 'to Mantle In as-aggeup-
over Aaron," says Sawyer, who
now is vii-e president 1ft Charge
ot sales promotion tor the Ply-
mouth Gait Ball Co.,-exclusive
manufacturers ut the utlicial PGA
Dail and k-aclie's reason for tieing
in Dayton where the PGA Warne-
ment opened toaay.
Expiates He Chisices
Taking his selections one by
one. sawyer explained them thas
• arnith is the best catcher
around, in my opinion, and along
with MUSliii is -One tit the mdin
re•sontritch nutice the katraniais
click. As Iur &wawa be s tow
',est player I ever saw."
Sa•.' y r deacr I a's iemple as
-an huaw Stanay with aoluts,
and the [Jest second Ottoman 01
the past la years.
atsayer nits -everything," he, in-
sists, -anti I'd pia) turn at traria
aria not lien e esse. Logan mattes
asa, putys and gets mi tote los
man) reasons. , mays aUrpaLiatts
theni att 111 the twilit:1u uu.
&dame nas to rank as potentiany
one 01 the neat ta ail tune even
il he is having a pour year."
• As tor the pitcriers, „Sawyer
makes his setecuuns on the mut.%
_ unvb l'u pica U 1 nacl
to have one Big genie."
August 5 Day To
Watch For Dodgers'
By SIAN TAIT
Unitea Press sports Writer
MIAMI an - unicials ut the
Orange bowl fisoluaii game des-
closets touay tnat pressure from
tetevaion netv.oraaa tor mote a:-
haCtlee games promptea them
to Grua tneir ?bowl tie-up wall
Inc Attantm Coast Conletence.
'Me nowlaLomituttee aruiounc-
f mummy it has renewed its
°owl agreement with the lug
eagra (tile esia Dig seven) front
lkkaa thulugh labi. but a simiiat
pact won the ALL wia the'
uruppea alter me game next Jan.
1.
The committee also disclusea
a ctau.se. in Inc new pact Wait
mignt 'permit perenniati powei
usaanyana to appear in the cartes
as uiten as twee tunes In tne
Di:XI lour, years. •
AM committee had been
strolls luCiki pleasure to end Inc
--closed snop• teams
anU open the (sour tur twat
lavorliek s1142
Lurboa State. nut Uy.n Inc prei-
akar': came,, Lou, trent the teshau
sion
outlets.
oast. President Joe H. Adam
s
anti tormer chairman 'tan 
1•Ua-
serum; said me iie.worati were
wolung tor a uigger aumence.
television peupie Wanted
as to nave a game wan 
au
ilhelaec•,00to is:asserts*
ehptd&neu. •• Wail a Lug r-
lipu
Champion as tne host team, 
we
hate a v.iCie Choice irttill 
the
.euutheastern anti Anattic Coast
confurences, Army, Navy and an
outstanding eastern team."'..
The Sooners are eligible 
to
return next year under an old
agreement.
In the new pact, the bowl 
got
the Big Eight to-igretr-Str per
mit
the conference champ to rep
eat
again in 1959 because "it is 
the
silver anruversaia of the 
bowl."
NEW 1011K - 'Brooklyn
Douger tans, and would-or L.u.
,
Angeies Dodger fans, out-h Welt
oaviSed by a New - nrit-
ticial today to "wait untii
Auguat 5th" tor the next woru
un teethes- the .team is leaving
Brooklyn.
On or aboat ttist• date, the
oflicial said, the report of .the
committee investigating whether
a• new Dodgers velum? -can be
*built in Brooklyn win be atila-
matted to the city's ruling Way.
the Board of Estimate.
Despite persistept whispers that
the report bill tern thumps down
on the stadium, the DiCigera
have promised Mayor Ifottert. -h.
Wagner to make nu nectsion
until the report has been corriplet-
ea.
The Dodgers' policy of silence
was apparently orulten Wadnes'•
ciai with mat VIM Preskt1;.ht L
J. BUZly ) Bevasi quutea in
tacksant me. Fla., as saying that
Bell said in -testimony pre- the team 
aelnueety will so to
pared tor delivery to a House
 Las Angeles Ix-cease can't
anti-trust subcommittee that Inc
 get lane ba• a new stadium." -
!Feb. 25 eaurt rtoing jeopardiz
es ' anTe-watiad Lnuild tee aaatUrq,
• atiai • four essentials which tn- 
if they iiCt us the taint
Alogement are necessary to
' the continuance of prof essiOn
et
Llaamost 'was quoted, :but the
tty lathers ate nut going to. du
* .p.7f.ba.., a:- it is e,,rulueecif t1.45).' 
that.- . .
i ne piayer ••arist La. St‘ ,tern: I la:. ' .On his 
return to , Brooklyn,
. reserve clause; '11,e comitastem- Bay
 asi insisted that what'i he said
, ees p.m ers, .1.0 • go% ern the garra., iri, Jacksonvi
lle had been ..ntis-
and teratorial.rtghts cd teams.. ": underst
ood" breporteis. ,.t . 
,
lie asked Congress to pa
t's a i • • •lhe Situation is flit • same
:a -A* exerupting atimajour !Pt:, (sow as it was 
NM
::. a .,trubt regulation. . ' isat aim _ salci. "In
- ' wit,. i 'Nunn,
. • It all) Ut these should ri,;,••••• -se are simpl
y waiting' i .r tna
be held by the courts to be
 aii le-port atd the !award ot Litimate
reasonable . restraint of tram
., .,,. oe thaue on the p,,, ibiliti,
;:;anized Professional fooihal••' A i!utioning
 land to irtiou a. pew
,; highly cvillfteettive and c
olor.- . stadium." .
sport that we know uxury.!
aould come to an iend," 
Bea ' .
'' 1' , , , onizzis ciuscs
is.a•;iis:,)11,,7:7,,rnt.n..,..e,-v.....71:014--te.ougramt, '
-A. v., .. oitamy revert t ' AI ,
1
 
:01 the 'public 'refused to SUpp,t1 dud what 4hurgW14a6r's.
eha.., never
0. poqr teams Which were una' done - taet off the 
alai mitaoirni
,tile to. acquire good- pla)cr• the .WiSC.insin Tleastir
.. vault,
a restaative ;/f4roffet.5. of large Mist, Helene Blitd of 
!: trees-
,iiaritaa"- - ' - \ 
. .
. urcr's °Vice said mil ILI A hl
Bell n. was Inc \ initial with its
• 
rushed to the.1 vault ' Siourday
as the iubcommittee turned 
1
•
pride ssitinal baseballto toot 1. I 
were. w and 
hrI
co
FIZZLE
•
a.,. Ar.4,
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Shoe Horn May Be Needed In National League As.
FIVE CLUBS BATTLE FOR LEAD
One Game Se
Warren Spahn Luttered the 
loss.
• Mike McCormick, 18-year 
- old
parates First Four bonus southpaw. won 'his fi
rst
major league game in pitc
hine
t h Et; Gcluabnsts 
but 
t a h5e-2ritert!duemdphnion%1 he r-
Clubs In Scramble For Lead
United Prom Sports Writer
Get out that shae horn again
becaues five clubs are all trying
to ..4squeezejoat,. mt 4044e t4t.into first place lousy.
The Cardinals moved -within a
ing Brooklyn.
night, and tthatRedlegs closed to
within a game of the lead with
a 9-1 victory over Pittsburgh.
Only one game separates the
first four clubs--Milwauttee, St.
Louis,. Brooklyn and Cincinnati-
with fifth- place 'Philaaeiplata
climbing to within only 21 games
of the top as a result of a 5-3
-decision ;over the Braves...
The Cards threw a monkey
wrench in Brooklyn's plans to
take over the league lead when
they beat Don Newcombe Thurs-
day night for the first time in
seven years at St, Louis.
Newcombe and Herm Wehntei-
er were tied at 2-2 until the
Cards cracked through for the
winning run in the eighth un
singles by Alvin Dark and Stan
Musial and Wally Moon's sacri-
fice fly.
Fowler Checks Bucs
Art Fowler of Cincinnati went
the distance, for the first tinie
Dths year in checking the Pirates
on seven hits. In addition, he
drove in the Redlegs' first- two
runs with a bases-loaded single
off Ronnie Kline, who lost his
hSixt straight game and 14th of
the campaign. Ed Bailey ard Gus
Bell each homered.
Robin Roberts of the Pinnies
Nothing Freakish
About Green Eggs
BURLINGTON, Vt. - - IP -
"Nothing startling- about green
eggs, says Prot Donald C. Hen-
derson pi the -University,p1 Ver-
mont's poultry department.
"Chickens have been laying
green eggs at the unive
rsity's
poultry (aim for I don't know,
how many years.- he said.
The bluish-green eggs 
comefrom the Aiaucan breed, origin-
ally from . South America. The
D. ,DII. pOultry 'Term has had a
flock for' several years.
The hens don't lay quite as
well as the .North- American
strains. but their eggs taste ex-
actly like other eggs. The color
in the shells comes from a pig-
ment' in the hemoglobin of the
Arautan.br. The shell absorbs
the colorbefore the egg is laid.
"ON THE HOUSE"
MILWAUKEE, Wis. 41, - Lots
of money moved over the counter
s
of -to w taverns here Saturday
but.. it was 'strictly "no sale."
Federal revenue afaints scooped
the ..ilioney from the tills to meet
tax liens. .
 •••••
IRkYfell
1HE DeSTRUCTE TERMITI
FREE INSPECTION
TERMITES
-Licensed and Imiursid-
Sam Kelley
Phnom 441
KelleY's Pest
ound vres tet- th'e alarm Control
Sr
inning relief from Mary Gris.
som.
McCormick struck out seven 
and
scored his first victory since 
gave up all six Chicago 
nits.
June 8 in beating the Braves al- 
t 
Daryl Spencer homered for 
tile
hough Dick Farrell had to be 
Giants.
called in to get the final out.
In the American League, 
the
Roberts gave up nine hits,
eluding' Hank-Aaron's 30th horn-
in _ White Sox shaved the 
Yankees'
lead to 3 games with a 6-2 
tri-
er al the tatioaaaaatag to 
post umph over the world ch
ampions;
his seventh- -victory-
3,
„masa-. 13__Boston defeated 
Kansas City, 5,p
&I:eats. Ed Bouchee drove in 
Washington edged ctev iti-
of, Philadelphia's runs as 
3-2 in 10 innings and Baltim
ore
eike
blanked Detroit. --
Dick Donovan was the wht 
le
show in the White Sox vict
oiy,
holding the Yankees to four 
hits
and contributing a seventh
-inn-
ing homer. Lefty Bobby 
Shantz
failed in his fifth try for 
his
10th victory. The triump
h for
Donovan was his 10th and it
lowed a one-hit shutout over 
th7
Red Sox last Saturday
Bases Clinch Early
Bob Porterfield. making onl
y
fourth start of the year, held
the Athletics to six nits, 
includ-
ing a homer by Lou Ski
zasa as
the Red Sox beat Kansa
s City
for the 14th time in 18 
games
this season. Porterfield also
 help-
ed himself to two of B
oston's
10 hits and singled in a run 
in
four-run rally that clinched 
the
game in the second inning
.
Ed Fitzgerald's single in
 the
10th scored- Roy Sievers 
from
secoad base with the run 
that
gave Washington its first 
vicvmy •
ver .Mike Garcia in IWO- 
years.
Russ -Kemmerer went-et
-the
way for' the Senators, giving
 up
eight hits in register his 
fifth
victory. Jim Lemon hit his 
lith
homer for Washington.
three
Bob Raker Retires
After Shellacking
.,CHICAGO '114 - Bob Baker,
• retired prize fighter. today
gave an analysis of the No. 2
heavyweight, Eddie Machen.
"He's got to learn to body-
punch," Baker said. "If he don't,
a lot of guys are going to but
him. They'll slip those pundit
of his at the head and get inside
and somebody% finish him."
Baker retired today, after he
took a 111-round whipping from
Marhen for the latler's 22nd
consecutive victory, preserving his
unbeaten record.
"I've always said that when
I got a good whipping, I'd quit,"
Baker said. "I got a good whip-
ping and I'm quitting. I might
fight a ham and realer for a
good purse, but I'm not going
to fight any good 
bnysanymore.•
Baker, weighing 214 to- Ise
for Machen, never, threatened in
the bout. It was Baker's 11th
loss in 99 pro fights covering 11
years.
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••#••••••••
••••••••••••
DAIRY BABY by RYAN MILK C
O. Grade A Division
One quart of that yummy
Sunburst milk.
•
•
' Hold no. please - make
that three- •
SO 1111/1Malay and daddy won't
to drink mine!
_
A traveling salesman was Harry G. Blowe,
Who could sell ice cubes to an eskimo,
But he fell for a line slicker than his,
From a new car salesman-wow! what a whiz!
The car had style-years out of date,
The features were new-back in '48!
Harry's still smillk, the tears hardly -show,
But how he wishes.he could get back his dough!
•
Moral: Don't get "bargain-talked" into
yesterday's styling and features!
Like a lot of people, Harry was looking for a 
"good buy" in a new car. But no
car is a bargain if outmoded before you drive 
it a mile. For the some money,
Harry could have stepped up to a dashing 
Swept-Wing Dodge -so new it
actually obsoletes other ears in its field. Obsoletes 
their high, boxy design with
the low, low look of tomorrow. Obsoletes their 
old-fashioneid fitattirits witli such
advances as Torsion-Aire Ride, Pu.sh.Button 
TorqueElite and Total-Contact
Brakes. So don't do what Harry did-please.
 See rour Dodge dealer today.,
Join the swing to the Swept-Wing Dodge!
;''-- • •
. • .
_amialliltasnimEaasismsainkalairaiw-a
ra-mantaisis
_ ,a
_
• . •
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LIKE TOBACCO — These line breaking 
bass resemble stalks
of dark fired, displayed by Weir co
nqueror, Wayne Liss of
Springville. The picture was submitted by P
leasant View Resort.
TRY THESE FOR SIZE
by HUN! pimps/
In line with the growing pop-
arity of jig-fishing, a new
ries of baits has been placed on
market by Fred Arbogast
, Inc.. .Akron, _Ohio. Known
"Hula Jigrr 'lbw new lures
nibinl an improved "jigging"
5C ion with the curling, squilning
4-  peal of the well-gnown Arbo-
gast rubber Hula Skirt. Pifferene
Skirts are quickly and easily
sustAtute4.tp go, daferept color
, 'Ott • "re-
l. versed" to get more action than. nylon or bucktails.
Made in the five popular sizes
and weights for casting or trol-
ling, each Hula Jig features a
_4...forged °Shaughnessy tinned
THE LEDGER dr-TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY •
strike in the teen-er league base-
ball game it rather spoils things
for the catcher to turn around
and say, "Thankt, dad."LURES
TO
CATCHES
by JIM DUMAS
hook. Design and balance features
of the new baits were worked out
and proved in extensive fishing
tests in both fresh and salt water
with a great variety of game fish.
The hitok rides up to erns-fin/de
snags.
Hula Jig is available in black,
yellow, blue and pearl finishes,
packed 12 to the display card.
Weights and retail prices are:1
oz. (65 cents), si oz. (60 cents),
Ti oz. (50 cents), Y4 oz. (45
cents), oz. (40 cents). Further
details are available from Fred
Arbogast Co., Inc., 313 W. North
St., Akron 3, Ohio.
WANTED: WRITING CCOPS
COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa ftl1
— The city police department
Wednesday hired two lady offi-
cers to patrol parking meters.
The women were picked from
a large group of applicants on
the basis at neatness, personality
—and penmanship.
STUBBLEFIELD'S GROCERY
FISHERMAN'S CHOICE FOR
COMPLETE EQUIPMENT
Rods - Reels - Poles - Minnows
Bait - Gas - Oil - Groceries -
Lunch Meat - Ice - Fishing Lic-
ense - Soft Drinks
— ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS —
Concord Home of the Big Fishing Contest
ENIX
SPORTING GOODS
on Concord Highway
SCOTT•ATWATER MOTORS
BOATS - MINNOWS - FISHING
TACKLE - SOUVENIRS - GAS
OIL - FISHING LICENSE
ARCHERY EQUIPMENT
LIBERAL TRADE-INS ON
BOATS and MOTORS
Mrs. Raymond Hamlin, 213 S.
1211), turned in the only en-
tries this week and both were
vital, placing her in .a first
-place tie--in - the Class---B run-
ning.
the first- liluegill
turned in for the entire contest,
an 8 ounce CATCH taken from
Cypress Creek and weighed by
Stubblefield's Grocery in Con-
cord.
itilrs. Hamlin, unknown to he
•contest until the 16th of. this
month, carne from nowhere to
tie- Donna Tolley with 65 points
for the iwerall lead. • -
Murray Coal & Ice Co.
GOLD FISH - SHINERS
Soft DRINKS - TACKLE
ICE CHESTS
- • -
BOTH CRUSHED
and BLOCK ICE
-.-
- 414 So. 4th St. —
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
MAICE OUR LIVING!
A Dennison-Johnson "Century",
spinning reel awaits the grand
prize winner in the women's
division.
Mrs. Hamlin holds first place
in the blue gill class (30); second
in striped bass (20); and second
in cat/115 -(IS). Mrs. Tolley has
first-place in striped bass (35)
and first place in catfish (30).
Mildred Cody of St. Louis is ip
third place with her 8 lb. 2 oz.
largemouth plus a picture of the
same. This gives her 45 points.
—
Charles Tolley retains the Over
all lead in the Class A Men's
division with 70 points followed
by Bob Miller with 45.
Don Maupin still maintains the
lead in the Class C. Junior's di-
vision, dispite just one entry.
In fact only two have been sub-
mitted for the entire division.
EIGHTEEN days before the
contest ends. Someone can win a
lot of prizes if they will only fish.
When joing on Billing trips,
keep your rod in its case until
you are ready to use it. More
'rods have been broken by auto-
mobile doors than by fish.
' Enough, so to make you sick
sick sick.
-Your family
will favor
our fine food
4
When You're In The Mood
. For Fine Foods...
SUE & CHARLIE'S
FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
with HUSH PUPPIES
* ON BEAUTIFUL 
KENTUCKY LAKE *
•fennee,-.IQOareOr.- , -'1-°3"
,
•
Backlashes usually are not
caused by your rod, reel, or line-
they are caused mostly by im-
proper pressure of your thurstb.
On Neiverber 3, 1806, Aaron
Burr, charged with high misde-.
meanor, appeared in Frankfort
court where he was defended by
Henry Clay. He was acquitted'
December 2. His acquittal was
celebrated by a brilliant ball I
held at Frankfort.
Watch 'Mrs. Raymond Hamlin
go in the contest. Playing it coy,
Mrs. Hamlin is putting the en-
tries where they ' aril.' and
graddually to the top in the Class
B division. Her favorite spon-
sor is Stubblefield's Grocery in
Concord.
Now available for grownups
is a helpful . booklet, "What
Every Parent Should Know When
A Bey Or Girl Wants A Gun."
,Free copies can be obtained by
writing Sportsmen's Service Bu-
New York, 17, New York.
A probable world's, record in
sea trout was set the other day
by W M. Shaw, who snagged a
11 lb. 12 .oz. trout while surf
casting with a spinning rig near
Vero Beach, Fla. He was using
a live mullet for bait, taking the
fis hon a 15 pound test line.
4
When the umpire calls a third
People can tire of casting, but
never of gating fish dinners
at the popular Sue & Charlie's.
•
PAGE THREE
With the hot steam weather;
Its going to require-more ice to
preserve those CATCHES—you
can be sure at the Murray Coal
& Ice. Tell them Hush Puppy
sent yoU.
NORTH FORK.'
"Neirs--
Mrs. Jack Key returned horn's
Thursday from General Hospital
where she had undergone surgery.
She is recovering nicely. Visitors
Who have been to see her since
er return from the hospital are
Mr. and Mrs. Erie Woods, Mr.
and Mrs. Wade Jackson, Mrs.
Manone Cherry, Mr. and Mrs.
Leslie Wood. Mr. and ltd_rs_Davis
Wood, Mr. and Mrs. Hope Key,
Mr. and Mrs. puron Coats, Miss
Emma Hooper, Mr. and Mrs.
Glynn Orr and children. Gela
and Sonny. Mr. and Mrs. Douglai
Vandyke, Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon
Morris and son, Mrs. Ella Morris
and children, Zipora and Howard,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Gallimore,
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Sykes an
daughter, Susan.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Powell and
son, David, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Wicker, Mr. and Mrs. R. .D. Key,
Mr. and Mrs, One •Kuykendall,
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Grooms,
Love Tarkin_gton and
son, ,Jackie, Mrs. Nannie Paschall,
Mr. and Mrs. Tell Orr and sons,
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Paschall
and daughter, Jana. Sandra Gal-
limore, Mr. and Mrs.. Holland
Jones, Vernon Nance, Mr. and
Mrs. Gurvis Paschall and daugh-
ters, Mr. and Mrs. Mason Pas-
chall, Mr. and Mrs. Oman Pas-
chall, Mr. AIM Paschall. Mr.
and Mrs. Clay Cook, Mr. and
Mrs. Carnal Boyd, Mrs. Iva Pas-
chall.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Paschall,
Mr. and Mrs. Coyn Nance and
son, Butch, Mr. and-
Nance, Mr. and Mrs. Cratie Pas-
chall, Mr. Loman Wilson, Mrs.
Nora Paschall, Mr ehd Mrs.
Jessie Key, Mr. Henry Sykes
and son, Tony, spent Sunday
Wayne Littlejohn, Mr. and Mrs.
Boone Duke, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Orr, Mr. Jim Martin, Alex. and
Ida Catherine, Mr. and Mrs
Zellnar.• Orr, Mr.' Chesley Pas-
chall. Mr. Arlin Paschall.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sykes
and son Tony, spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. Warren Sykee
ANNA MACCRESOWELL strayed from 
her St. Louis home
to hook this 6 lb. 13 oz. -Tanker in Birch 
Creek recently.
FISHING REPORT
FISHERMAN'S ONE-STOP Lindsey add
 wife, 15 Stripes, 1
KENTUCKY LAKE AIRPORT to 2 Ins, 
,Spoonplug.
GOLDEN POND. KENTUCKY JEFFERS
ONVILLE, Ind James
PHONE: CADIZ, KENTUCKY Anderson, 
15 Stripes, SpoonpLug.
LAwrence 28964 HOWLING 
GREEN, KY. G. E
Ph'elps And H. L. Flora, 30
Stripes, medium, minnows.
CAPE GIFtARDEAU, MQ. Jack
McAwain, 60 Stripes, 1 to 21/2
lbs., willow flies. K. E. McElwain
and Eugene Darnren, 30 Stripes,
1 to l'.4 lbs., Spoonplug.
HARDIN, KY. George Fox, 32
Cat, ,80 lbs., Shrimp.
HERNDQN, KY. C. 0. Jett, Mr.
ripes and L. M.,
up to  2 lbs., Spoon plug.
GOLDEN POND, KY.' Mr. and
Mrs. Wallace Hooks, 185 Striped
Bass, up to 21.42 lbs., willow flies,
Two Nights.
HOPKINSVILLE, KY. John
Renshaw, John H. McCoy,iLimitl
Stripes, up to I tellbs., Shyster.
Charles Dade IV, Furman Ladd,
, 7 Stripes. II in. to 6 ins., Silver
Spoon. Mr. and Mrs. Retve, Mr.
W. 0. Mitchell, 20. L. M., and
Stripes, 2 lbs., Sonie. Ernest
Aldridge,- 5 Carp,- top 9 lbs.,
Dough. Mr. and Mrs. Jack Rut-
land. 100 Striped Bass up to 2
lbs., flies. Bill Feltner and Will-
iam Dade, 30 Stripes, 1 to 11/2
WATER: 82 DECEES—CLEAR
--I FOOT RISE IN LAST
WEEK
REMARKS: Although hotter
'weather . is , cutting down the
number of day-time fishermen,
Striper fishing continues to be
the big thing and is paying off
Night fishing around bridge piers
continues to be excellent for those
who 6n't mind losing a little
sleep. for there are times when
the fishIdo not start ,sitting until
after midnight. It is it good bet,
however, that the Stripes will
turn on sometime during the
night. and so far it has been
every night.
Stripes --Excellent.
'glue Gill --Excellent
M. Bass -- Fair
Crappie -- Poor . •
Wiarrall(entecicy Lake Catches
EVANSVILLE, Ind. Mr. -H. A.-
Nesbet and Rice Owen, 30
Stripes. 1 io Z lbs., Wilkie-Flies.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. Dr. John p.1 lbs.,
 midget Dare-Devil. Mr. and
 Mrs. Raymond Demoss, 30 Strip-
ed Bass, 1 to 2 lbs., Willow flies.
and children. Sykes and Susan. Paul Gilliarn
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr, and
children Gela and Sonny visited
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key. Sunday. Tries Trolling
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key. Mr. r. 
and Mrs. Glynn Orr, and children For Wary Ducks
visted Mr. and Mrs Warren
Sykes, Sacturday night.
• 
DETECTOR .1K—STAR ROLE' 'LIE
-.meta
Donald Joseph Wedler Dr. Samuel Sheppard
THE DE DETECTOR Is playing a starring role as authorities. and
"experts" try to determine whether Donald Joseph Wedler, es-
caped convict held In Deland, Fla., Is truthful or fanciful in say-
ing he was the man who bludgeoned Marilyn Sheppard to death.
A lie detector test also was prepared for Dr. Sam Sheppard. who
Is serving life for the Cleveland niurder, but Ohio's Gov. William
'O'Neill vetoed it pending further investigation. Onternationcil,1
MlAMITO CHICAGO NON-STOP
TWO "MARINERS," Frank P. Bennett (left) and P. Gerald Preeson arrive In Chicago v
ia the Chicago
river, final leg of their eight-day, 2,500-mile non-stop churn from Miami, Fla., a record for non-atop
outboard voyaging. The 17-foot boat le powered by two 35-hp motors. The-men managed to pick
up fuel and food from other boats along the Mississippi and Illinois rivetiatHrsati!_mal Sonsdp/H
do)
. si •
••••••
srsissee-re.--ser- •-sesrereesestessevaseuseseres
. ' .
QUACK, QUACK; YAK, YAK
. Stanford Andrus, owner of
Murray Coal & Ice passes on thc
following story for what it's
worth.
. An experienced duck hunter
was sitting in. his blind one fog-
gy day when he heard a series
of amateurish squawks.. on a
duck call. He didn't pay mucht
attention to this disturbance, un-
til he noticed that the noise
(that's the best way to describe
it) was coming closer.
Lookinf-ntit of his blind, he 'was
shocked to see pa lone hunter
in a boat, slowly rowing along.
The hunter • would stroke with
the oars, -scanning the sky for
ppranching flight of water-
foul, and then he would raise
his head and make linother
squawk on the duck call.
And, bobbing along in the
wake of his boat was a string of
50 decoys, all tied together on
one long cord.
Puzzled at tite sight, the man
in the blind asked -What are
you doing?"
The tyro in the boat replied
"There didn't seem to be many
ducks on the other end of the
lake,' so I thought l'cilry TROL-
LING. for them!"
TARGET FOR TONIGHT
CHICAGO ILP — If your hair
stands on end during a thunder-
stotm, watch out. The Lightning
Protection Institute .of Chicago
warned such hairraising experi-
ences could mean you are -get-
ting set up to become a lightning
target."
THREE BECOME TWO
CHICAGO. — Mrs. Rose
Laux 'knows what she is talking
*trim when she says -three of
.her children are two. Her girl
triplets. .Die Daryl and Diane
celebrate their second birthday
(day, •
Night Fishing
Big Pleasure
No one notieede the two fisher-
met ti—Wen -theY stepped quietly
into their boat and eased away 
from the bright lights of the boat,
dock into the darkness of 'ITie
wore was of -little importance
nig-b.f. The type clothing They'
because the night was warm
and only a light Jacket was need-
ed to keep the dampness from,
their bodies. However, the kind-
of gear they carried was to play'
an important part in their search
for good night fishing.
Only a faint hum of their mo-
tor could be heard as they round-
-ad- the point of the cove and
headed up the big waters of the
-main lake. Here the • night was
not so dark since their eyes
adjusted to 'the darkness and
with the help of the small
quarter moon that rose slowly out
of the treetops they were able to
see without too much difficulty.
As they approached a likely
looking bank the motor was
silenced and the min in the
front of the boat reached for
a small flashlight and held it
close to the bottom of the bog
so that none of the rays would
shine upon the wateh they were
about to fish. For al-full minute
or more he let the rays play on
a small cork that carefully had
been coated with luminous paint.
. He then adorned a big, „single
hook with several skuirming night
crawlers. When he extended the
'the boat toward the grass lined
long eane pole over the side of
bank all that could be ..e.n seat
a bluish glow that danced up and
down in mid-air.
With the aid ora sculling pad-
dle, the men moved silently along
the bar*. The only noisc.:that
broke --The silence of the night
was an occgsional croak from the
frogs'. Thr whippodrivills sang
their familiar song and, once in
a while the barn owl would ask
Wh000-cooks-for-youuu?
, The men, continued their silent
move along the banks as their
glowing corks danced merrily
just above the surface of the
clear Water. Then suddenly a
convincing tug. This was It—the
moment they knew would even-
tually come. The fisherman
quickly sat the cork down on
the quiet surface and without
and hesitation the bluish glow be-
gan t- disappear beneath the
water. When the light was no
longer visible the fisherman
gave a fast. hard - jerk.
The night was no longer silent.
The big fish was on top of the
surface, splashing and surging at
the end of the short line with
all the fury that a smallmouth
bass possesses. But, it was to no
avail. The fisherman had ,set
the hcapk solidly and , in a matter
of seconds the fighting fish, all
four pounds. was trying to knock
the bottom out of the boat. Once
the fish was on the stringer and
rowered back into the 'water
the night again was silent.
The two men now talked In
hushed tones about the epecta-
tions. They were even greater
than, they had anticipated for
time and time again their first
experience , was repeaed. Each
time it would produce a great
thrill. It mattered little whether
the bass were big or small. The
fishermen had accomplished what
they set out to do—to catch bass
jigging in clear water at night.
This was not the first time they
had ventured into the dark to
fish. They would often go out
and look for an cid snag in a
•
treetop and hang their lantern
over the side of the beat or es. 
theold snag and fish for crappie.
They -always used minnows,
sometfines large ones would turn
She_ trick. Caller -311MilkVisCEW33$60) • •
would pc,fer-the-smaller
Here they did not have to be
sn_quiet. They talked freely and
their laughter could be heard
-across the water. Their light
could be seen plainly by both
mcn and fish and if anything it
was a help rather than a hind-
rance. The small bugs would
fly into the hot globe around the
lantern, sear their wings and
'drop into the water. This; would' -
seem to attract fish. Whether -
it did or not, only the fishermen
know.`;
Like most other fishermen they
did not confine their efforts to
live bait alone. They liked to
cast and in the hot summer and
when the heat was unbearable
during the day they would steal
away after midnight and once
again throw themselves upon the
mercy of the darkness. They
would cast the points, rock bangs,
mudbanks. Wherever a fish was
likely to feed you could. find '
, them throwing their arm off,
using a heav.y.ince_that_hunspeci
along the:Bo-Mini-
They were ndt ;always
cessful. Sometimes the - night's
were pretty dull, especially when
they went for hours without a
strike. But this was an exception
rather than a' rule. During these
,lulls they talked of many things,
-mostly about fishing in the dark-
ness.
Their conversation often drifted
to the hazards of traveling on
water at night and how they
would not attempt o do his kind
of fishing it hey did not know the
waters on which they intended to
fish. They knew the lake held
certain disaster if they ever hit
a sunken log or were caught in a
sudden storm. Heavy fog often
blanketed the lake, and this was
a hazard that no one could cope
with. It merely meant sitting on
the bank all night, waiting for
daylight Their advice to others
was summed up in a few short
words DON'T po IT IF YOU
DON'T KNOW ALL T H E
ANSWERS."
•
Lx Nix
WINNING a divorce In Ids An-
geles, Lana Turner. 37, testi-
fies that Lex Barker, 38, once
struck her during a breakfast
argument. They were wed Dec.
24, 1953, and separated last
February. (interne/foeta)
FOR SALE - - LAKE CABIN
On Kentucky Lake, Kuttawa Dam Area on im-
proved road with access to Pisgah, Smith, and Bir-
mingham Bays. Good well water and electricity.
Priced for quick sale. For information write, wire
or phone
EVANSVILLE ELECTRIC SERVICE
Incorporated
1025 Reis Ave. Evansville, Inik
.MANAGING DISTRIBUTOR WANTED THIS AREA
BE rouit-WW*
ROSS.
BECOME
FINANCIALLY
INDEPENDENT.
Delicious
-new 5I4440.
Hot Dogs
COO*, A* WV* * sa.sasowo --.i... Oro i Moo* WM O•or u .O.
t
PLII MTPF
NI NEW?
ITS DIFFERENT!
IT'S SWEEPING
THE COUNTRY,
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Wtth Ine toftewreg type pleats he 11141
10.1102‘0.01 Pup in a Pali. systme •sclusively end yew service thew dreg
 stores, dime Hers., chain storm, paths. bee,
tov•rns, sport conr•ssions, rhear•rs, drive-ins, schools, beeches, etc. Yee else 
shedh invent•ry end handle the money no-
g.... only few hours per day Yoe earn 4e profit leech ee every ”Pep is a Po
ke' sold en profit sharing besis. LA• swans,
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64500 52.392 00
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 Perman•nt yeer
aroUnd business 1.730 to $3.000 intrnediet• cash rectuir•cl. To qualify ye. must own a 
re., have immediate medal, end
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personal t.f.t  Writ!, DIXIE PROVISION COMPANY, 1226 SOU STREET, COILUMSIA, S. C.
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We think it boilir.'aiiivn to a simple question-of whether
• the army will save discipline or not. We don't.particular-
ly like to conform in some -cases. but the army is a good
pi:ire-to be a conformer.
An order in the army ;f. tinier. our memory serves
us right, and we don't .recall anyone ti.uestioning it. "
*An 'etfort ha; been made in re.:ent years to have a
"softer'arm:... •:•-•hich in or opinion Is an impossibility.
The rules have to Lc hound rules and orders have
- to be. obeped whether a her- na likes it or not. Fiftee
• years ago .a. person who- -nut .take orders wa'S dis-
rh 41 arg. unties. -vre.,),..s 'or 'was given a discharge
which. indicated that he not able to accept army-life.
PossibTy Airman Whe., ler is looking for Section- VIII
discharge, but beforedie re' l-ceVes= Ie-s-huId 'learn that
earning out orders,111vhaftver they might be. 13 the mark
. a tenet 4-rag e pennant
- Sent kils exeu`se. when the real reason is the furor caused. i.o cast a jaunuicea
 eye at
• . 
es
of a good •
 .Tior-The-Best-in Sports - 
Read The LedgerSports Page
a
SCOTT DRUG CO:
"PRESCRIPTION SPECIALISTS"
Corefer at 4th & Main -''Phone 433
A• refriarkably siiieessful physician in Cincin-
•
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sr Public Voice items which in our opinion_ Sr. not for the best
saterest seour readers.
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Monroe. Memphis.. Tenn.: 250 Park Ave, New York; 307 N. Illirideaa
.. Ayr, Ch.eago. 80 BalystOst St. Smut-
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Rip Coleman Tries
MAJOR LEAGUE To Drop Prefix
BASEBALL SCORE BOARD 
American
York 80
Chic/ago 56
Bushel 50
Cleveland
Detroit
St the Past Oftice, itturray. Kentucky. for transmission as lialltmore
.-aaaWalaiiiZegge-hIALlet - 
Kara.t. City 34
iilascaunioeriunur-al,c.tue._i Murray. per teee'l lge, per jsi"illgy
Mg& 1St. In- Galloway and adeferung coances, per year $3-69: eiae-
Vaeret.
1
nati always added .prayer to, his mediEations 
Tomorrow's Games
_
cfre."--n-.zs.zr".-c•ezr"tzwew
DISCIPLINE NECESSARY
Airman Donald Wheeler Wilt). refused an order
to get
a close hairiftrt at his base. in Tokyo. and who
 subsequent-
ly Was vier/ --by_court .maf.tial 
was freed today.The com-
mander of .the base said 'terrors" and "'irregularit
ies" in
the court -martial brought about the freedom of Wh
eeler.
Today Wheeler is crowing about his release and says
.1k.gl*ver get a haire ordee again. 
; •
In our estimation-1"K. r4-ce---efirruld have stu4-
' gun ad carried Out the full sentence of four m
onths
in person and, the fine- of 
. . -
f- FRIDAY - JULY 26, 1957
47
46
44
League National- League
L PçY
32
35 . 15
43 .538
46 .505
46 .5tto
48 .478
58 JT
GB
Milwaukee 54
ate St. Louis 52
10 "2 Brooklyn 52
131e. Cincinnati 53
.4 Philadelphia 51
lb New York 42
26 Pittsburgh 35
C-SlawiLet
Yesterday's Games
ChIcaett, 6 Nee York 2
' Huston 5 Kansas City 3
Baltimere 3 Detroit 0
Washington 3 Cleveland 2, 10 Inn
ko-
A R1,141.E.-THOLIGHT FOR TODAY
Pray fog one &Defiler that ye may be healed
Today's Games
'Chicago at Baltimore
Detroit at New York
James 
V Kansas City at Washington•
Ceveland at Boston•
Kansas City at Waslungten
Chicago at Baltimoie_night
Detroit at New York
Cleveland at Boston
L Pct. GB
40 574
39 571
40 .545
41 .564 I
42 548 2L2
51, .452 I Ifte
59 372 19
2(Lift
Yesterday's Games
New York 5 Chicago 2
Philadelphia 5 Milwaukee! 3
St. Louis 3 Brooklyn 2, night
Cincinnau 9 Pittsburgh 1, night
Today's Games
Philadelphia at Chicago
Brooklyn at Cincinnati, night
-New York at- Milwaukee. n.eht
Pittsburgh at St. Louis'. rash:
Tomorrow's Games
Philadelphia at Chicago
Brooklyn at Cincinnati
New York at Milwaukee
Pittsburgh at St. Louis
ME
Today's Sport Par,adel
I Pp (WAS MAW! I%Est amasipiss Maw-
DAYTON. Ohio It - Eddie1 give it to Mantle in • a t
naeup
The "errors " and "irregularities" the base commander s
'atercre wee laar.seulet -aver Aaron.- eaas Sawyer. who
spoke of are _probably. not as bad as he says, and repre
-  ""a"44ua .1htuz 'bads 
now is vice president in charge
-ate ecaliewiediveu aeawr-itars ut
today • arm . named 
a
ulealri team wruCh Maueu WILI1
surprises.
lou can have your "name'
stars SUett 1116 leo V•hatarna, newt
:eaten and Yogi Beira. sawyer,
taw ut . miasmal. s 602airtest atra-
itESSIS ne led uCr Moles
mar iun, fieg in .13 ..e.ue,
-puts Inc premium un team veork
as Wien as inlerit.
tle even taxes Wilite Mays
elane Giants over Miceey Macau
Sunsets A a ceetertatiuer,
trailing Inc '•sey bey kiu"t1,)
..tr the 0•24. G4-11‘erlici.ier in base-
The Dream Team
t Sawyer a tol-star 'bedsit-  
"the
inc 1U • axe ma .age above
ao to.riefS I can Mate ut 14014
_ •
t tl...iker7-Eir Smith, St. Loins
Call4411..Lb, First base, stan Musiai,
cartunaes, Second oase, Jututny
aemjne, C•nt,,,,nau. seas; Intro
oa4e, teen eseyea.-"at Lowe Load
atalb. ShurtatuP. Johnny 
LTegan,
eauwaultee, Lett tielov
Mant.e. Aew York Yenisei...,
centerkivice-Willie Mays; Giants,
Went tieici,"-A1-kaune, Detroit,
lett-hander, thily Pierce,
. White. Sex, rmtit-nancier, Jack
San4ordrk-P-hillieS-_
• "And to manage that team; I'll
take Waiter Alsene" Sawyer as-
mated thues- the joia tne we>
_as is, tia_lee_seaecea
-1 tttli -cluro like iett
• this 'A ay . even though-a have to
Saturday Specials!
V,
18". CHARCOAL ..9.95
• CHARCOAL GRILL  12.95
24" C.HARcOAL GRILL  * 14.95 12.95
GOOD USED HAND MOWER  10.00
21"-En-cella ROTARY MOWER 109.00
Eureka VACUUM CLEANER  69.95
• Robbins-Meyers. FOR 'FAN 
ROTLSSERIE BARBECUE.  •
6. ICE CREAM FREEZER 
\RVIN FOLDING CHAIR 
6 MALLET- CROQUET SET 9.50
ALL METAL LAWN CHAIRS' -' 5.50
_..A.L.LLIAI NUM CAL E COVER  2.95
PLASTIC CAKE :COVER • 2.95
AMES STEP STOOL • .  14.95
QT. REVERE SAUCE PAN  
8" REVERE COVERED SKILLET .
KURFEE'S BEST GRADE
OUTSIDE WHITE PAINT   6.69 5.65
SALE
8.95
10.95
86.m
50.00
49.50 24.50
34.50 24.95
14.95 12.50
3.95 2.95
7.95
4.50
1.95
1.95
11.95
6.25 3.99
7,75. 4.99
STAR KS HARDWARE
"WHERE 'PARKING IS NO PROHLEM"
'2e1, & Poettr Ph ne  11S1_
ot sales promotion lor the Ply-
mouth Golf ball Cu., exclustve
manufacturers ut the utficial Kea
[yeti and Matte's reason tor being
in Dayton where the PGA tourna-
ment opened today.
Explains His Choices
Taking his eetectiuns one by
one. Sawyer expiatnea „them this
a ay:
'smith is the best calchet
around, in my opinion, and along
aith Muipal is one 01 the mom
reasons which matte the Larcuiiiiis
c.:elt. AS for mualai, he s USe
oust plaj-er I ever saw."
Sawyer cuseriues iemple as
"art Ladle Stanity with auto*,
and ther-iaest second baseman ut
,the past la years.
"buyer has everything," he in-
:vista, "ana,10 play rum at thaa
and nownere C.ser. Logan' 1114.1Ies
.he pays and gets m.r.vote rut
man) reasons. Mays surpasses
mem - an- in the uuttwei out
&aline has-to rank as putentiaaty
One Ut the Itict et ad tune even
it he is Mayans a poor year."
As ter the- --sesceers,-naiwyer
rnall.eS bus seiecuuna on the oasis
et anty unts in plea 11 I had
Lt.) have one Big game." -
By UNITeD PRESS
Southpaw ,Rtp Coleman, label-
ed ,-wild-but promising" when
with the New York Yankees,
1.) earneselif taking steps to re-
move the irst part of the tag
in an effort to gain another
major league trial.
• Coleman stopped the Columbus
Jets on three hits in an interna-
tional League Wednesday night
game, enabung his Buffalo mates
to pick up a 1-0 victory. Cole-
man's sixth triumph nuaged the
latsons' league lean to two grimes.
he runuer-up /i1CIIMC111•1 Vir-
ginians split a aoutae-heauer
with --'kuenester; damping Inc
opener, 4-2, anu taking tne raga,-
cap, 7-6. Miami nipped atontreatt
4-a1 and Havana tripped loruntoi
2-0. ---+
Dick Hackett., broke a five.
game Rochester losing stieax as
! ne scattered six hits in register-
ing his eighth win. itictununcee
Jim Coates tailed tor the third
Unit to gale his tenth victory.
Aine Clark a grand Siam homer
knotted the second contest 6-6
out the . bottom of the ninth to
give reliever Sonny James his
iourth triumph.
Pressure Caused
Bowl Tie-up Drop ----
By Sf AN TAIT
United .fress Sports Writer
MIAMI U - otliciais oh the
Orange bowl footuaii game des-
ciusett today tnat pressure from
television networks tor more ac-
ts-acme games prompted them
.Laei&p Li
use Alain= taaast CoitUereace.
'the bowl Committee impounc-
ed Monday it has renewed its
°owl agreement with the Big
.r.Vignt t Luc 010 Big seven) front
lass 'thorugh I9ot. but a simaat
pact with the ALL: will be
uruppeu atter Ute•game next Jan.
Current Set Up Of
Profession Football -
Best Yet, Grange - ,
By TOM NELSON
ended Prose Start Lorrespondent
WASHINCi'DON .1? - 'Abe czar
t , inal -fautball said to-
e , act may be -d
oomed"
t..,41tess acts to exempt
August 5 Day To
Watch For Dodgers
OW" -FRIDAY JULY 26, 19-57
4
Shoe Horn Me WI, Needed In National-League-JUT:. .
FIVE CLUBS BATTLE FOR LEAD
One Game Separates First Four
Clubs In Scramble For Lead
United press Sports Writer scored his first victor
y since
-Get out that shoe horn again Jun
e 6 in beating the Braves el-
't Dkl Ilhdt be
becaues five clubs are all trying
to squeeze into first place today.
The Cardinals, moved within a
half-game of first place by - Pier-
ins bavoltlyals 3- a' feu r d
night, and ihr Redleg.-s closed to
within a game of the lead • with-
a 9-1 victory over Pittsburgh.
Only one game separates the
first four .clubs--Milwalikee,' St.
Louis, Brooklyn and Cincinnati-
with fifth- place Philauelphia
climbing to within only ga.res
of the top as a result of a 5-3
decision ...ever the Braves.
The Cards threw a *monkey
wrench in Brooklyn's plans to
take over the league lead when
they beat Don Newcombe Thurs-
day night for the first time in
seven years at St. Louis.
Newcombe and Herm Wahmei-
er were tied at 2a2 until the
Cards cracked through for the
winning run in 'the eighth en
singles by Alvin Dark and Stan
Musial and Wally Moon's sacri-
fice fly.
Fowler Chicks Boca
Art Fowler of Cincinnati went
the distance for the first time
this year in checking the Pirates
drove in the Redlegs' first two
runs with a bases-loaded stngle
off ..Ronniet Kline, who lost his
sixth straight game and 14th of
the campaign. Ed Bailey ard Gus
Bell each homered.
Robin Roberts of the Phillies
NEW YORK aft Brooklyn
Dauger tans, and _woulci-oe Lko
nateeetee  Dutigee  fans. built were
advised by' a New Yore cita
°Metal today to await until
August 5th" tor the next woru
on vvether the team 14 leaving
Brooklyn.
On or. about - that date, the
-ofticial said, the re-port et the
cernmittee- investigating whether
a new Dodgers atacnum can be
built in Biooilyn win be sub-
edited to the city's ruling bony,
toe board of Estimate. w
Despewayersuitent whtspers that
the rcp,,rt will turn thuinos down
in the stadium, the Lisigers
hove promts•:d• Mayor Hubert k.
;Nome of ..its key features frem Wagner to m
ake no ciecision
anti-trust.Iaws. ' unlit the report has 
been .ctimplet-
Bert bell. cenimiAlimer of the 
eu.
,Aunal ootumi League, pro- The Dodgers' polic
y of ialence
sed a tour-polka plareof exerrine was apparently. o
ruken Wanes-
- 0n from auprt roe Court epic% nay with etub Vice Preaee nt
 L
-,ityjeetitig pro teotball to anti- J.. illauzzyi Hi
vasi qui,•ed en
• tat regulation. Jacksoneine. Viva. a
s saying that
Bell eing in 'testimony pre- the: team aelinit
ely will• go' to
pared tor -'delivery to a Honae, Los ,Angeles becau
se ''accan't
tvi-trist euhcerarrattee that tne get land for a new'stit.clitiTn."
court ruling jeupardIA" -W %land 'bulk thees.adiu
m
.e four easeniials which ift -if they would get
 us the land,
-L fudge/heal. ere heceasarY -Havasu w
as quoted, -bet the
• continuance of 'Prolessea.a.• city fathers ait riot 
going to do
!ball as a is eenducted
a-e piYer -oraft“ 
saetemi aeon his return to *Bieuklyn.
erve clause; "the t,onrrussior.- Bavasrinsisted that hat 1,e said
. poveers to govern the game.. in Jacksonvele had be
en
tdriturial rights of teams, uncierstuod" tay-
He asked Congress to pass a ; -1 he situation is
 the same
m tin -.the four Iron, I now as it teas six ve•
eks age,'
i.a..trust reguiation. asi sa
It any et these should, no.., simply waitirig •1 
trie
held by the- courts to be. :et report to tee tio'Llai -et i. 'mate
Uhl eas.alable mrestraint of trim'. 'e be. maue 
',the --1. Minty
organized peefessional footbal.. email-tine land, to po
lio 4 new
•.c. -highly eempetitive' and col
ataa 41a_ithiain."""
slew that we know Unli
t.. "
come to an end," Be.,
said" DRIZZLE CAUSES FIZZLE
"R v.•ould inevitably. reve
rt te •
The committee also disclose°
a ctause in the new pact mat
mmnt permit pereumat powet
vaianurna to appear in the [yews
as ulLeti as tlal et tithes. in the
(10..Xt tour .)ears,
tne -cuimiiiivee had been untie'
aXitulli local pieeaute to enu the
*camera situp stiteetion ut teams
anu open the. wear tur wee,
tavuruea Miami, it ioriva, 1110.1
lorivia state. but _Dien Inc pres-
sure Caine. too, from iflC teieveeion
uutrei%
Law. President Joe H. Adams
and former chairman Van 1U/e-
scrow said 'tile ite.works were
...eyeing ea a.utgger audience.
" ne televistuu people wanted
Us
. 
to e a ionic win ass
r..uSSCTuas
expenneu: "Selin a Lim raisitt
l
criampion as me host team, .'ae.
Dame" a aloe choice man 
tee
aoutheastern anu taiatitic Coast
ruffle-re-sees, -Army, Navy and an
outstanding eastern team."
'the Sooners are eligible to,
return next year under an old
agreement.
In the new pact, the bowl gu
t
the Big Eight to agree to per
mit
the conference champ to repeat
again in 19a9 because "It is the
er en itter-Jr:. ef the bowl."
Nothing Freakish
About Green Eggs
BURLINGTON. Vt. --- ar -
"Nothing starthne about 'green
eggs. says Prof. Donald C, 
Hen-
derson of Ilea University of Ver-
mont's'. poultry department..
"Chickens have been laying
green eggs at the university's
potikry farm for e a- on't know els
how .inany years," he said.
The bluish-green---egge come
from the Araucan breed, origin-
ally from South America. The
C. M. pOultry farm has had a
Wisp for several years...
The hens don't lay 'quite as
well as the North American
strains, but their eggs taste ex-
actly like other eggs. The Wed'
in the shells conies from-a pig-
merit in the- hemoglobin tif the•
Araucan breed. The shell absorbs
the color before the egg is laid,
iougt arre a o
called in to get the final out.
Roberts gave up nine hits, in-
Aaraia's 30th hunt-
er -frt"lhe fourth inning to- post
-his seventh vacteery against - 13
d4geats. Ed Bouchee d ruve in
three of Philadelphia's runs as
Bob Raker Retires
After-Shellacking
CHICAGO et - Bob Baker,
& retired prize figbtar, todaY
gave an analysis of the No. 2
heavyweight, Eddie Machen.
"He's got to learn to body-
punch," Baker said. "If he don't,
a lot of guys are going to -beat
him. They'll slip those punches
of his at the head and get 'inside
and somebocly'll finish him."
-Baker retired today, after he
took a 10-round whipping from
Machen for the latter's 22nd
consecutive victory, preserving his
unbeaten record.
-I've always said that when
I got a good whipping, I'd quit,"
Baker said. "I got a good whip-
ping and I'm quitting. -I might
ta a ham an eager _for..a
gyud purse, but I'm not going
to fight any good boys anymore."
Baker, weighing 214 to 194
for-Machen, never threatened in
the bout. It was Baker's 11th
loss' in 59 pro fights covering 11
years.
Warren Spahn suffered the loss.
Mike McCormick, 18-year - ol
d
bonus southpaw, won his f
irst
major league game in ;att
ain.
the 'Giants to a 5-2 triumph over
the Cubs, but he needed ninth
-
inning relief from Mary Grissom.
McCormick struck out seven and
gave up all six Chicago 
hits.
Daryl Spencer homered for 
the
Giants.
• In the Americah__L
eav('. the
*White Sox shaved the 
Yankees'
lead to 3 games With a 6-2 
tri
umph over. thit.wasW..c.b.actviiivin ,
_Beyeton defeated Kansas City
., 5.)
3, Washington edged 
ClaVeSnci,
3-2 in 10 innings; and Baltimore
blanked Detroit, -.
Dick DonoVan was the wh 
le
show in the White Sox video,
holding the Yankees to four 
hits
and contributing a seventh
-inn-
ing homer. Lefty Bobby 
Shaetz
failed in his fifth try for 
his
10th victory. The triumph 
ha
Donovan was his 10th and it tele
,
lowed a -one-hit shutout over 
thar
Red Sox last Saturday
Bosse Clinch Early
Bob Porterfield, making 
only
his fourth start of.he yea
r, held
the Athletics to six hits, 
includ-
ing a homer by Lou 'Ski
zas, as
the Red Sox beat Kansas 
City
for the lith time in 18 
games
this season. Porterfield also 
help-
ed himself to two of ' 
Bostonts-•
10 hits and singled in a run 
in
four-rue rally that clinched 
the
game in the second inning.
Ed Fitzgerald's single in 
tee
10th scored Roy Sievers 
from
second- base with the run 
that
gave Washington its first 
victery
over Mike Garcia in two 
years.
Russ Kemmerer went a
ll the
way for the Senators, giv
ing up•
eight hits to register his 
iifth
victory. Jim Lemon hit his 
15th
homer for Washington.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••#•••••••••••••
•••eeeeeed'ea#044
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DAIRY BABY by RYAN MILK CO. 
Grade A Division
One quart of that yummy
Sunburst milk.
•
"ON .144E HOUSE":
MILWAUKEE, Wis. dr -... Lots
of money moved over the counters
of two taverns here Saturaay
but it was strictly "no site."
Federal revenue agents stooped
the money from the.fills to meet
tax
ratAGISCATb IllkYE/ I
IHE DeSTRUCTivE TERNITTI
FREE .,INSPLC1ION
TERMITES
•: former state when four 
t a. 1
.ub5 won' most hi the. game- MADISON, Ww. a? .
-
-Licensed end
nirt the: public refused to support I did what' 'burglars ti
.,. ,
' Sam Kelle,
- ti._ poor tvartis which were tin- , d,,n.., - set oil tbv.
',rate. to lie-iithre good player. the Wisconsin Treat .i:I 
Phone. 441
aresprctive. of offers of largv. Ans., -Helene felled of •.
...lama.' urer's office 'said poia ,
Bell. seaS the , inithil v„..itnef-srtirmei to 'the vault -Saturday
las t ie subcomireitter turned from ound wirce going te- else. alarm,i
I P.
icuasl to fjetbalL i eto nyt and sliu t-cncu.'eci. II •
!WM
nee ii
ii ohi
vault.
trees-
hu
I n sue 01.11•.'"'
Kelley's Pest
Control
•
Kold on, please - maket‘" S
o mdmany and daddy weal._
that three- h
ave to drink grime:
4
traveling salesman was Harry G. Blowe,
Who could sell ice cubes to an eskimo.
But he fell for a line slicker than his,
From a new car salesman-wow! what a whiz!
The car had style-years out of date,
The features were new-back in '48!
Harry's still smiling. the tears hardly show,
But how he wishes he could get back his dough!
Moral: Don't get "bargain-talked" into
yesterday's styling and features!
Like a lot of people, Harry was looking for a "good 
buy" in a new car. Bi1t no
car is a bargain if it's outmoded before yo
tedrive it a mile. For the same money,
Harry could have •stepped up to a das
hing Swept-Wing Dodge-so new it
actually obsoleies other cars in its field. Obsoletes their hi
gh, boxy design with
the low, low look of tomorrow. Obsoletes thei
r pld-fashioned featurtrith such
advances as Torsion-Aire Ride, Push-Bu
tton Torquenite and Total-Contact
Brakes. So don't do what Harry did-pl
ease. See your Dodgedealer today.
Join the swing to the Swept-Wing Dodge!
SO
•
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IKE TOBACCO —*These line breaking bas
s resemble stalks
f dark fired, displayed by their conquero
r, Wayne Liss of
pringville. The picture was submitted by Pleasant V
iew Resort. ,
TRY THESE FOR -SIZE
by HUSH PUPPY
n line with the growing popL
rity of jig-fishing, a new
es of baits has been placed on
Market by Fred Arbogast
Inc., Akroh, Ohio. Known
"Hula Jigs", the new lures
rnbine an improved "jigging"
lion with the curling, squrming
peal of the well-gnown Arbo-
east rubber Hula Skirt. Different
skirts are quickly and easily
substituted to get different color
effects. Skirts are put on "re-
versed" to get more action than
pylon or bucktails.
Made in. The five popular sizes
end weights for casting or trol-
ling, each Hula Jig features a
forged O'Shaughnessy tinned
hook. Design and balance features
of_ the new baits were worked out
and proeed in extensive fishing
tests in both fresh Ad salt water
With a great variety of game fish.
The hook rides up to eliminate
snags.
Hula Jig is available in black,
yellow, blue and pearl finishes,
packed 12 to the display card.
Weights and retail prices- are:I
os. (65 cents), % or. (60 cents),
oz. 150 cents), Vs oz. j45
oz. (40 cents). Further_
details are available from Fred
Arbogast Co.. Inc., 313 W. North
St., Akron 3. Ohio.
WANTED: WRITING CCOPS
COUNCIL BLUFFS, Iowa tle
— The city police department
Wednesday hired two lady offi-
cers to patrol parking meters.
The women were picked from
a large group of applicants on
the basis of neatness, personality
—arid penmanship.
THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY,
LURES
TO
CATCHES
• by JIM DUMAS
Mrs. Raymond Hamlin, 213 S.
12th, turned in the only en-
tries this week and both were
vital, placing her in a first
place tie in the Class B run-
ning.
On 'was- the tieft bluegill
,turned in for the entire contest,
iñ'B ounce CATCH taken from
Cypress Creek and weighed by
Stubblefield's Grocery in Con-
cord.
Mrs. Hamlin, unknown to the
.contest until the 16th of this
month, carde from nowhere to
tie Donna Tolley. with 65 points
for the overall lead. •
.A Dennison-Johnson' "Century"
'spinning reel awaits the grand
prize winner in the women's
division:
Mrs. Hamlin holds first place
in the blue gill class (30); second
in striped bass (20); and 'second
in catfish (15). Mrs. Tolley has
first place in striped bass (35)
and first place in catfish (30).
Mildred Cody of St. Louis is in
third place with her 8 lb: 2 oz.
largemouth plus a picture of the
same. This gives her 45 points.
1--__Cha11116.TOilm 'retain% the over
all lead in the Class A Mini
division with 70 points followed
by Bob Miller with 45.
Dori,ildaupin- still maintains the
lead 'in the Class C. Junior's di-
vision, dispite just one entry.
In fact only two have been sub-
mitted for the entire division.
STUBBLEFIELD'S GROCERY
FISHERMAN'S CHOICE FOR
COMPLETE EQUIPMENT
Rods - Reels - Poles Minnow*
Bait - Gas - Oil - Groceries •
Lunch Meat - Ice - Fishing Lk-
ense - Soft Drinks
— ONE STOP FOR ALL YOUR NEEDS —
Concord Home of the Big Fishing Contest
EN
SPORTING GOODS
on Concord Highway
SCOTT•ATWATER MOTORS
BOATS . MINNOWS • FISHING
TACKLE • SOUVENIRS • GAS
OIL - FISHING LICENSE
ARCHERY EQUIPMENT
LIBERAL TRADE-INS ON
BOATS and MOTORS
Murray Coal & Ice Co.
GOLD FISH - SHINERS
Soft DRINKS - TACKLE
ICE CHESTS
- • -
BOTH CRUSHED
and BLOCK ICE
- • -
— 414 So. 4th St. —
SATISFIED CUSTOMERS
MAKE OUR LIVING!
Your family
will favor
tetvfine food
When You're In The Mood
For Fine Food...
- visit
SUE & CHARLIE'S
FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
with HUSH PUPPIES
* ON BEAUTIFUL KENTUC
KY LAKE *_
EIGHTEEN days before the
conteet ends. Someone can win a
lot of prizes if they will only fish.
When going
keep your rod
you are ready
rods have been
Mobile doors
Enough so to
sick sick,
on fishing trips,
in its case until
to use it. More
broken by auto-
than by fish.
make you sick
Backlashes usually are not
caused by your rod, reel, or line-
they are caused mostly by im-
proper pressure of your thuntb.
On Noverber 3, 1808, Aaron
Burr, charged with high misde-
meanor, appeared _ _Filinkl0r1
court where he was defended. by
Henry Clay. He was acquitted
December 2. His- acquittal- was
celebrated by a brilliant ball
held at Frankfort.
Watch Mrs. Raymond Hamlin
go in the contest. Playing it coy,
Mrs. Hamlin is putting the en-
tries where they ' ant.' and
graddually to the top in the Class
B division. Her favorite spon-
sor is Stubblefield's Grocery in
Concord.
1
strike in the teen-er league base-
ball game it rather spoils things
for the catcher to turn around
and say, NfliankS, dad."
People can lire of casting, but
never of eating fish dinners
at the popular Sue & Charlie's.
With the hot steatn weather,
its going to require more ice to
preserve those CATCHES:---you
can be sure at the Murtay Coal
& Ice. Tell them Hush Puppi
sent you.
NORTH FORK—.
News -
Mrs. Jack Key returned home
Thursdayofrom General Hospital
where she had undergone surgery.
She is reOovering nicely. Visitors
who have been to see her since
her return from the- hospital, are
Mr. and Mrs. Erie Woods, Mr.
and Mrs. Wade Jackson, Mrs.
Manone Cherry, Mr. and Mrs.
Le-She Wood. Mr. and Mrs. Davit
Wood, Mr. and Mrs. Hope Key,
Mr. and Mrs. Puron Coats, Miss
Emma. Hooper, Mr, and Mrs.
Glynn Orr and children. Gela
and Sonny, Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Vandyke, Mr. and Mrs. Gaylen
Morris and son, Mrs. Ella Morris
and children, Zipora and Howard,
Mr, and Mrs. Ralph Gallimore,
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Sykes and
daughter, Susan.
Mr. arid Mrs. Joe Powell and
son, David, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Wicker, Mr. and Mrs. RD. Key,
Mr. and Mrs. One Kuykendall,
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Grooms,
Mrs. Berna Love Tarkington and
son, Jackie, Mrs. Nannie Paschall,
Mr. and Mrs. Tell Orr and sons,
Mr. and . Mrs. Calvin Paschalf
and daughter, Jana. Sandra Gal-
limore, Mr. and Mrs. Holland
Jones, Vernon Nance,. Mr. and
Mrs. Gurvis Paschall and daugh-
ters, Mr. and Mrs. Mason Pas-
chall, Mr. and Mrs. Oman Pas-
chall, Mr. Alin Paschall, Mr.
and Mrs. Clay Cook, Mr. and
Mrs. Carnal Boyd, Mrs. Iva Pas-
chall.
Mr. and •Mrs. Virgil Paschall.
Mr. and Mrs. Coyn Nance and
son, Butch,. Mr. and Mrs. Bardon
Nance, Mr. and Mrs. Cratie Pas-
chall, Mr. Loman Wilson, Mrs.
Nora Paschall, Mr and Mrs.
Jessie Key. Mr. Henry Sykes
and sop, Tony, spent Sunday
Wayne Littlejohn, Mr. and Mis.
Boone Duke, Mr. and,Mrs. Fred
Orr, Mr. Jim Martin, Alex and
Ida Catherine, Mr. and Mrs
Zellnar Orr, Ur. Chesley Pas-
chall, Mr. Arlin Pasehlit—
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sykes
and son Tony, spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. Warren Sykes
Now available for grownups
is a helpful booklet, ''What
Every Parent Should Know When
A Doi Or Girl Wants A Gun." 1
.Free copies can be obtained by
writing Sportsmen's Service Bu-
New York, 17, New York.
A probable world's record in
sea trout was set the other day
by W. M. Shaw, who snagged a
13 lb. 12 oz. trout while surf
castiog with a spinning rig near
Vero Beach, Fla. He was using
a live mullet for bait, taking the
fis hon a 15 pound test line.
When the umpire calls a third
ICENTUCICY
ANHA MACCELESIEWELL — strayed from her St. 
Louis home
to hook this 6 lb. 33 oz. lunker in Birch Creek 
recently.
FISHING REPORT
FISHERMAN'S ONE-STOP
KENTUCKY LAKE AIRPORT
GOLDEN POND, KENTUCKY
PHONE: CADIZ, KENTUCKY
LAwrence 28984
WATER: 82 DE,GEES—CLEAR
--1 FOOT RISE IN LAST
WEEK
REMARKS: Although hotter
weather is cutting down the
munbeF of day-time fishermen,
-Striper fishing continues to be
the big thing and is paying. off
for those that stick with it.
Night fishing around bridge piers
continues to be excellent for those
who don't mind -losing a little
steep. for' there are times- when
the fish do not start hitting until
after midnight. It is a good bet,
however.. that the ,Stripes will
turn` "on sometime during the
night, and se „fee. 4t-rUs been
every night.
Stripes --Excellent
Blue Gill --Excellent
L. M. Bass -- Fair
Crappie -- Poor
Individual Kentucky Lake Catches
EVANSVILLE. Ind. Mr. H. A.
Nesbet and Rice Owen, 30
Stripes. 1 to 2 lbs.. Willociories.
NASHVILLE, Tenn. Dr. John P.
•
and children..Sykes and Susan.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Orr, and •
children Gela and Sonny visited
Mr: and Mrs. R. D. Key. Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key, Mr.
and Mrs. Glynn Orr, and children
•visted Mr. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes, Saturday night.
f LIE DETECTOR IN STAR-ROL- et
9.
Donald Joseph Wedler Dr. Samuel Sheppard
THE LIE DETECTOR Is playing a starring role as authorities and
"experts" try to determine whether Donald Joseph Wedlet, es-
caped convict held in Deland, Fla., 11 truthful or fanciful in say-
ing he was the man who bludgeoned Marilyn Sheppard to death.
A lie detector test also was prepared for Dr. Sam Sheppard. who
Is serving life for the Cleveland rt.:rcler, but Ohio's Gov WIlltarrt
O'Neill vetoed it pending (Luther investigation. (international)
M1AMI-TO CHICAGO NON-STOP,
TWO "MARINERS," Frank P. Bennett (left) and P. Gerald Presson arrive in Chicago via the Chicago
river, final leg of their eight-day, 2,500-mile non-stop chum from Miami, Eta., a record for noTostop
outboard voyaging. The 17-foot hoist is' powered by two 35-hp motort The men managed to pick
ka up fuel and food from other boats along the Mississippi and Illinois rivers. (listeirnationai Boundphoto)
Lindsey -and wife,. 15 Stripes, 1
to 2 lbs., Spoonplug.
JEFFERSONVILLE, Ind James
Anderson, 15 9tripes, Spoonplug,
BOWLING GREEN, KY. G. E
Phelps and H. L. Flora, 30
Stripes, medium, minnows.
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO. Jack
McAwain, 80 Stripes, 1 to 2%
lbs., willpw flies. K. E. McElwain
and Eugene Darnren, 30 Stripes,
1 to 1% lbs.. Spoonplug. •
HARDIN, KY. George Fox, 32
Cat, 60 lbs., Shrimp.
HERNDON. KY. C. 0. Jett, Mr.
Walther, 29 Stripes and L. It,
up to 2 lbs., Spoon 'plug. .
GOLDEN POND, KY. Mr. bid
Mrs. Wallace Hooks, 185 Striped
Bass, tip to 2% lbs., willow flies,
Two Nights.
HOPKINSVII.T.OI, KY. John
Renshaw, John H. McCoy. Limit,
Stripes, up to 1 %lbs., Shyster.
Charles Dade IV, Furman Ladd,
7 Stripes, 11 in. to 6 ins., Silver
Spoon. Mr. and Mrs. Reeve, Mt.
W. 0. Mitchell, 20 L. M?. and
Stripes, 2 lbs., Sonic. Ernest
Aldridge. 5' Carp, top 9 lbs.,
Dough. Mr. and Mrs. Jack Rut-
land, 100 Striped Bass up to 2
1 lbs., flies. Bill Feltner and Will-
iam Dade, 30 Stripes, 1 to 1%
1.lbs., midget Dare-Devil. Mr. and
I Mrs. Raymond Demoss, 30 Strip-
ed Bass, 1 to 2 lbs., Willow flies.
Paul Gilliam
Tries Trolling
For Wary Ducks
QUACK, QUACK: YAK, YAK
Stanford Andrus. owner of
Murray Coal & lee passes on the
following story for what it's
worth.
.experienced duck hunter
was sitting in his blind one fog-
gy day when he heard a series-.
of amateurish squawks.. on a
duck call. He didn't pay mud??
attention to this disturbance, un-
til- he noticed that the noise
(that's the best way to describe
it), was coming "closer.
Looking out of his blind, he was
shocked to see a lone - hunter
in a boat, slowly rowing along.
The hunter would stroke with
the oars, scanning the sky for
an approaching flight of water-
foul, and then he would raise
-his head and make another
squawk on the duck call.
•
•
I -
PAGE THREE
Night Fishing
Big Pleasure
•
No one noticed the two fisher-
men when they stepped quietly
into their boat and eased away
from the bright lights of the boat
dock- into the darkness al /he
wore-7was-;--o1- little importance
night. ,The type clothing they
because the night was warm
and only a light jacket was need-
ed to keep the dampness from
their bodies., However, the kind
of gear they carried was to play
an important part in their search
for good night fishing.
Only a faint hum of their mo-
ter could be heard as they round-
ed the point of the cove and
headed up the big waters of the
main lake. Here the night was
not so dark since their eyes
adjusted to the darkness and
with the help of the small
quarter moon that ruse slowly out
of the treetops they were able to
see ;without too much difficulty.
As they approached a likely
looking bank, the mobil- was
silenced and the man in the
front of the boat reached for
a small flashlight and held it
close to the bottom of the boat
so that none of the rays would
shine upon the waters they were
about to fish. For a full minute
or more he let the rays play on
a Sinai' cork that carefully had
been coated with luminous paint.
He then adorned a big, single
hook with several skuirming night
crawlers. When he extended the
the boat toward the grass lined
long cane pole over the side of
bank all that could be seen was
a bluish glow that danced up and
down in mid-air.
. With the aid of a sculling pad-
de, the men moved silently along
the bank. The only noise that
broke the silence of the night
was an occasional croak from the
frogs. The whippoorwills sang
their familiar song and once in
a while tha barn owl would ask
`wh000-cooks-for-youuu?
The men continued their silent
move along the banks as their
glowing corks -danced merrily
just above the surface of the
clear, water. Then suddenly a
convineing tug. This was it—the
moment .they knew would even-
tually come. The fisherman
quickly sat the cork down on
the quiet surface and without
and hesitation the bluish slow be-
gan.. V disappear beneath the
Water. When the light was no
longer visible the fisherman
Save a_ fist, hard jerk.
The night was no longer silent.
The big fish was on top of the
surface, splashing and surging at
the end of the short line_ with
all the fury that a smallmouth
bass possesses. But, it was to no
avail. The fisherman had set
.the hopk solidly and in a matter
of seconds the fighting fish, all
four pounds, was trying to knock
the bottom out of the boat. Once
the fish was- on the stringer and
lowered back into the water
the night .,again was silent
The two men now talked in
And, bobbing along in the hushed tones .about the epeeta-
wake of his boat was a string of lions. They were even greater
50 decoys, air' tied together on than they had anticipated for
time and time again their first
experience was repeaed. Each
time it would produce ,a great
thrill. It mattered little whether
the bass were big or small. The
fishermen .had accomplished what
they set out to do—to catch bass
jigging in clear water at night.
This was not the first time they
had ventured into the dark to
fish. They would often go outTARGET FOR TONIGHT
and look for an old snag or aCHICAGO 'lir — If your hair
stands on end during a thunder-
storm, watch out. The Lightning
Protection Institute of Chicago
warned such hairraising experi-
ences tould inean..you are -get-
ting set up_ to become a lightning
target."•
T-HREE BECOME TWO
CHICAGO — Mrs. Rose
Law( knows what she is talking
about when she says three of
„her children are two. Her girl
tri,elets. Dale Daryl and Diane
cele9ritri":' their second birthday
today.
one long cord.
Puzzled at tit! sight, the man
In the blind asked "What are
you doing?"
The tyro in the boat replied
"There didn't seem to be many
ducks on the other end' of the
lake, so I thought I'd try TROL-
LING for therti!"
treetop and hang their lantern
.olier the side of the boat or in
•the old snag and fish for crappie.
They always used minnows, •
Agwairisw 'am ones wisisid.'maft.r.---•
the...tuck. Other times the crappie
would prefer the smaller minnow. -• '
Here they did not have to be
so quiet. 'They talked freely and
their , laughter could be heard
across the water. Their light
could be seen plhinly by both
mon and fish if anything it
was a help rather than a hind-
rance. The small bugs would
fly into the hot globe around the
lantern, sear their wings and
drop into the water. This would
seem to attract fish. Whether
it did or not, only the fishermen
would know.
Like most other fishermen they
did not confirm their efforts—tn,
live bait alone. They liked to
cast and in the hot summer and
when the heat was unbearable
during the day they would steal
away after midnight and once
again throw themselves upon the
mercy of the darkness. They
would cast the points, rock bangs,
mudbanks. Wherever a fish was
likely to feed you could find
them theowing their arm off,
using a heavy lure that bumped
along the. bottom.
They were not always suc-
cessful. Sometimes the nights
were pretty dull, especially when
they went for hours without a
strike. But this was an exception
rather than a rule. During these
dulls they talked of many things,
mostly about fishing in the dark-
ness.
Their conversation often drifted
to the hazards of traveling on
water at night an& how they
would not attempt o do his kind
of fishing if hey did hot know the
!waters on which theSt intended to
fish. They knew the lake held
certain' disaster if they ever hit
a sunkee log or were caught ilf a
sudden storm. Heavy fog often
blanketed the lake. and this was
a hazard that no one could cope
with. It merely meant sitting on
the ,bank all night, waiting for
daylight Their advice to others
was summed up in a few short
words—"DON'T DO IT IF YOU
DON'T KNOW ALL THE
ANSWERS."
Lox Nix
WINNING a divorce in Los An-
geles, Lana Turner, 37, testi-
fies that Le.x Barker, 38, once
struck her during a breakfast
argument. They were wed Dec.
24, 1953, and separated last
February. (International)
-FOR SALE - - LAKE CABIN
On Kentucky Lake, Kuttawa Dam Area on im-
proved road with access to Pisgah, Smith, and Bir-
mingham Bays. Good well water and electricity.
Priced for quick sale. For information write, wire
or phone
EVANSVILLE ELECTRIC SERVICE
Incorporated
1025 Reis Ave. Evansville, k,nel.
 4
MANAGING DISTRIBUTOR WANTED THIS AREA
BE YOUR OWN
BOSS.
BECOME
F IN ANC IA LL Y
INDEPENDENT.
Delicious
'FLAW 55.4410
Hot Dogsco..., mo saw, sansomee - se. IS..) mt.*. ••• Os.i0.••••••,
IT'S NEW!
IT'S DIEFERENIf
IT'S SWEEPING
1141 COUNTRY/
Wanted insensidiotoly mon or women port time 0 4.0 Moss. WO tea/tree won ta• telteuriag typo plass. to soot out
soosotionol Pup in a Polio systislo •itchesivisly end yen service Hem: dreg stores, dime stores, skein stores, parks. her.
tov•rns, sport stions•ssions, thoot•rt, 4:biro-in., school., bOoshOS, •••. YIN/ elois shed, inyriatery end liaittli• Am money. I.
quit. only few hours per day You art 4, prisfit each ow every '11ap in • Polo" sold O. pr•fit sharing bees. LA. °amide,
a skein of het deg stands. If you s•r•ir• tlso IleNorriss• ovallsee ef &mafiosos and they sel1 only 3 411.6111 per day.
YOUR PROFIT YOUR PROFIT
per emelt per month per wiesk per Moist%
10 lerot;ons ..... $12960 S 511 40 30 lorot;ons  $35550 $1.533 20
20 locations  5259 20 $1,036 110 50 locations, ............. -........ S441 00 $259200
YOur •ornings or• tWOOSOodous and si,li•Sisid. This is your rlionr• to become Besescielly Iedeponel•nt Piernon•nt yeer
wound busin•ss 8750 to $3.000 iminediet• cash required. To qtralify you roast orm a cot, have immediate capital, end
reedy to start immediately. Write holly Aisne yesermAI for lesa1 interview. laded* phone rivielsor sod hr• besimese ter
personal r•ferisarsis. Writ• DIXIE PROVISION COMPANY, 1126 SIMI STREET, COLUMBIA, S. C.
R•f•r  The Commercial Bank EL Trine CO., C•Itiosisio, S. C; Csolunsitie Chessokiiiir of Commervis, Coleselsie, S. C.
c 0 y FP) s co eY FADE D — Co e>1 Fh pE 0
•
...•••""
chest." - eyed -woman who wants t
o be acquisitions to cume to Beloit in
--A-bbate said tension of scale is C9naerva%ve*
illustrated by the placement of 
._ . . Deale; 'director of linraries.
. in recent years," said H. Vail
a number of small obj 
In general. you'll find tOnei,
massive piece, of furdassrurà...p...21 of br arr., blue, green or Sold i . . .
lock best If your hair is blonde ! marines. participated in
He suggested topping a*. Raig and your • eyes are blue., green. first flag-raisidig ceremony
chest 
with a series 
of 13°1Yehr'ne • g-ay or hazel. If your eyes are Midway. Island On Dec. 28.
figures varyong 'in height from brown and your hair is blonde,
.. 012f ..thandso4 18 imiwehesri°e7ii.r 4 ccillec:i'- n the demo-blond of brown tones
_ 
- 
.. 4_bliiaote , urod londemiters ..:,_:_ila. are ijr400d a. Black is fine if your .
be brave in decoration. °tried. 
goldennt, . ._. _ . ..
. -and true formulas are fine. but Brunette
s have a wide choice
the off-beat .eleinent is the thiu : Red.- green or gold look 'drernato
. that creates real and -lestina Red• greed e4r gold19̀jh •aFti#Sic
'terest." 'he said. nn dark eyes.
. The red-oaired wignagi must be
careful,. :dark col rs are best.
peciallY cinnamon or 'ebony.,
.me shades of' green are flat.;
ring Mrs. Harden also point-
that glasses may camou-
s age feature faults it you c0sioa4-
-.aims carefully. A lung. non
wilj look logger won a high
.rched keyhole type bridge. -
Thin eyebrows need a :
arne tb give the iliusioiCof full-
- •as. Wide-eyed girls shoukl
'•ar_ frames. with m • narrow o
ridge, less width a: the outer
•rners and a deepened -len:
•
4 
Cre
ate as much width as !
. rile for close-set eyes. Wear- a
wade-bridge- -with- wadtio -at-- the
outer edges of the frames.
The pear-shaped lens with a
engin upsweep pia nest for an
ansal.-Lsee.--Twooaoraelotramest -*re
lighter and ootinger-,00king. And
the oval facecr shouid avoid
harlequin or aquae, shapes.
AIR-CONDITIONED
TODAY! SATELN.RDDSAY
ADLANDS oF
MONTAN
. • -
en-litr-KOO -ReSearetiers.
say they may have found a new
and- better way to 'treat frostbite
Dr. J. Morton Beller (National
Drug Company) said he and two
other doctors have found a cit-
-fruit derived substance call-
ed -"hesperidin" which signifi-
.cantly down the amount of blood
poisoning resulting from frost--
bite in animals.
Beller said frostbitten animals
getting. hesperidin had gcmgrem-
ous- areas -about. 40 per sent_
smaller than animals not given
treatment. Better made his re-
port to the Federaion of Ameri-
can $ocieies for Experimental
Biology.
Beller said rather large quanti-
esperidin were needed
'o produce effects in-Tk-abinia13-.
:ie said the quantities were equal
to giving a grown man many gal-
lons of orange juice to drink.
But Beller said hesperidin
might be administered in con-
centrate, capsule form.
Americana
• perosns visited the U. S. exhibits.
Miss Sampson, a home econo-
mist with General Foods, super-
, • , vised the foods exhibits set aga-
Draws Many In isr:isitd ath.sieipesrtmarke‘tvairn.ots:
of foods-264 varieties were display-
U.S. Exhibit
By GAY PAULEY
.United Press Staff Correspondent
NEW YORK Of1 Mail order
Ftaitblogs., froteo, orange twice and,
the
m er
1867.
DISSPIROT E D D , SC u SSION7
CaliL
Mrs. David Conly, of Winnipeg,
Canada. told 'a-meeting of Scien-
tific Studies for the Prevention
of Alcholism here Monday that
pink tea would- .be a suitable
replacement for martinis at cock,-
kil parties.
The small sticks with cotton
on each end are a handy painting
aid.* Uile them for touching up
urn- spots ybu. may have missed
. .
whea painting, or fur applying
,liquid scratch remover to furni-
ture.
i
In iLusii•nava MI.
Brads CAIllANO I
oo
i
1 1 Th• Year's Prize
\ SHOCKER!
i NUN
i Stranoe h .
•015
1 ff 
t
RITMO:1ER
—
RISE, UP IN WRATH AGAIN
'1 s 
1101.1101-`'
xrctirg "IP
CYPRIOTS march through Nicosia 
in the first demonstration sinre
the truce last March. They 
shouted Ieftwing phrases such as
"Down with NATO bases." This
 banner reads, "The People of
Cypnis demand the' return of the 
Archbianop ..." (International/
ed—because these are things typi-
cal of our kitchens and unknown
11-1 Poland.
In the early morning and late
afternoon when the crowds thin-
ned visitors could stop to talk
and taste. "There was much
oinaoking of lips over orange
corn-on-the-cob- were the leading juice," she said. -Th
e frozen'
attractions among " the 'Ameri: clan --on the cob antazeet 
clisc% displayed at the Interna-
tional Trade Fair in Poznan,
Poland.
So says Barbara Sampson, a
home economist and the only
American woman- helping with
the VS. exhibit 7-11--the - recent
15-day event. .
It was the first time the
United States has participated
in a trade fair behind the Iron
Curtain. Miss Sampson said the
-results were a _lot of new friends,
for the United States.
-The people knew they couldn't
buy most of the things we
showed," she said. But no one
seemed to resent this.
-While the fair was on, the
eating establishments in Poznan
were iTo-sed fe• 111-15nt foreigners.
So the Poles just brought their
lunches or dinners. One man
told me he. would be glad when
the fair was over so there would
be more in the shops for Poznan
residents.
"But he wasn't griping. After
all, to the Polish, what are two
weeks in 20 years of does
without!"
-No Peialting_Or Shoeing:
Miss Sampson,- who has just
oetarned from the fair and a
brief vacation afterward in Den-
mark, said "We don't have crowds
in this country like we had at
Pozdan.
°kighteen thousand people an
hour moved through the U. S.
pavilion." she said. "But they
didn't push or shove, I kept.
thinking of the sway
wheat- field." '
She said that
Woodenware. need. immediate ot.#nli° '4:"...‘:".' r:e--.''''.... 141.'erc:6P r4L'C;Y..c.-.:' ;1"......t11:7..._ C7'11
oleaning.ifter use. But never soak 2
.t. Use as Oittle water as p osible iil 
-
HI
andpaper but ci,,n't polish, wax 
HILE THEY LAST ! Iwashing.. When waudenwar• :becomes r• tighened. smooth o it:. . . w
#r- vaxnnn.. 
(1
._
,
You Will get an equal arrs 'Ir.
of piatein on: 1 egg. 1 ount# :.,.
cooked' meet, fish of rVillitrr,- . . ar1
To keep slices. of toast' trt'Arn be- IA
o.onming Mono stack _them step- • I/
. -n. •
FREE
FILM
With each roll of black and white
film we develop for you we will give
free of charge one roll same.
* FAST 24-HOUR SERVICE *
Offer Lasts Ten Days
WALLIS DRUG
•
•
•••••
-4
,
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Jo Burlieen, Editor. Phone 694-M-4 or 763-J
Color 'Clashes Can
l'our Own Home
NEW YORK —RP-- One inte-
rior decorator says tension will
keep a room from being, dull in
decor. -
Not the kind of tension Which
mikes the occupant nervous and
jumpy, said ecurator John Ab-
bate, but one that gives a room
. • pERSONALS7
viparkle.
,
Abbale_sald the tension may Niel Michigan 
spent • the past three
dehcate and must be treated witilWe-ek"Or-velTh-tier otne
le- and-
one of 'color, furnishings: -or old/. and Nirso. Leonard Wood 
and
scale. He adds that its balance is daughter, Carolyn. 
Miss NV--
a careful hand. . • 't returned home with h
er.
•• • •
Abbate said color tension is tSpectacle. Stylist
Weddings Eocals
Club News Activities
Plan' 3Ieat Buying Better Way To
, Treat FLCandateoieeresetaiono.For Several Meals
a color balance which excites the
Mr. and Mrs N Oman Edgar
Ficaumi. of Detroit are the par-
ents of a son Gary Edgar'. born.
Sunday, June 30. weighing seven
pounds,. and eleven tarnces. Mrs.
Resume. is the former ' Miss
EtobtaTliutson iind the youngest
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hassell
Hinson of this county.
• • • •
Miss Dorth • Wood of Treat,
LINCOLN. Net:17
buying meat. plan for more than
one meal at i time to save time
and money.
Diligent use of mein cuts ex-
tehrts the meat dollar, says Calra
N. Leoperinioesitension tunne_mano
agement specialist at the Univer-
sity of 'Nebraska.
. For example,- a chuck arm
roast can be cut to serve three
ways. The rounded, boneless end
asoideal for beef stew. The center
part with the rounded bone is an°
CelOn3mical and tasty pot roast.
The- remaining pieces can be
sliced. lengthwise into two Swiss
ateaks.
•
suggested a pale blue wrath • a 
a - pleasing contrast. He Gives Beauty Tips Beloit Gets Russianeye with 
vi N cci green, plus small accents of.
orange-vermilion or a chinese red
combined with shell pink, black
and gray.
• Abbate said tension plays a eye. • lection 
of Ressian literature by
big part in relating period junai-• Jean Harden. • st
ylist for ose olumnos Jairies Winkelman who
tore to a modern room: The Etauacla .• and Lomb Optical Co.. oathered - more than 300 books
secret is such as a fragmeot of ',advis
ed w,,neen to be guldecf by and periodicals from Russian
carved marble, stone or Woad their eoMplexi
lon.s, the size and bookstores in Austria. France and
  w1111__11__Rieasso ceramic 
shape et: face. and hair coloring. Germany 'and by mail from Moe-
or a Klee lithograph. - °Mlarjr..ne-sorrien -do
 not coordin-
. • • Oine• word bj caution in joroi_ ate g tone," she Tho group _ 
includes most of
ture tenlion. • "Of course You LoVairl- I -• •th volumes awarttect the Stalin
. shouldn't hang a gaudy Ind.an's An lYfive-
skined brutieBe can prize for literature between • 1940
headdress over a --Lova. Fifte'entn wear glasses viath 
rod frames be- and -1931. There also is a set of
• Bergere," said the.decorotor, -But' cause ttIS culo
r brightens the 'he works of Tolstoy ann sev-
• a wood carving niatiVe of the skim Rad' fram
es accent fair , eral _lies of. Soviet dramatic
cale Would look evunderful'over skin, ciark 
haird eyes.. while works..
a painted Frencb 'provincial brown will flattOr 
the .brown--i 'It's one of the most exciting
is
For Selection Literary Collection
NEW YORK One spec-
tacle stylist says there is more to RELOIT. -- — Bel, o.
choosing glasses than meets the : College has a ropreaentative
- .
-V
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.
to most Europeans, corn so animal
food."
Trains Polish Girls
The home economist was one
of six persons invited by the
U. S. Department of Commerce
to direct exhibits showing what
we eat, use and wear. She train-
ed 11 Polish girls, all students
at the University of Poznan, to
help her with the food demon-
strations. Most of the Cooking
was done with electrical ap-
pliances, which, like the hundreds-
Of cases of foods, were shipped
from the states.
"The girls had never seen a
rotisserie," she said. "But it
wasn't lung before they were
running electric toasters, skillets
and waffle -11•0116 - vspurtly-
electric can opener was such a
Isit with the visitors we just
kept it going. even though it
was grinding around an empty
can half the time. It got 10 years'
wear in two weeks."
People Look Good
The catalogs supplied by Sears
Roebuck drew oh's and ah's..
. "The people. just didn't seem
able_ to_tielieve_that to get any-
thing you wanted, all you e
to do was write a letter, Miss
Sampson said. "Poland has no
such abundance. Yet its people
look good. They have clothes,
but no fashion. And the children
are bright-eyed and shiny-hair-
ed."
Miss Sampson. said that when
she left Poznan she said to
Of a giant her associates"! hope I never
again have to see people stand-
in all, 1.680,000 mg in line."
War' Raging
SAu01
eUte.liA
SULTANATE
Of OMAN
Amu VIM
BR Ill I S H TROOPS reported
ly
were being flown from Aden
(1) to Oman (a) to help t
he
sultan of Oman and Muscat
settle an "oil war." Revolting
tribesmen are said to control
some 6,000 square miles of the
sultan's territory. Oil rights are
involved. U the rebels wan out,
It would mean recognition by
Saudi Arabia, and thus oil con-
cessions probably would go to
U. S. companies. If the sultan
retains sovereignty, oil rights
probably would go to Britain.
The oil-rich oasis of Buramil
[IL Is In dispute between t
he
British and Saudi' Arabia.
"But I got to Copehagen, there.
was another line," she said. OtThe
Danes were waiting to get in
to a football game.
"I thought then, to wait 
in
line for football, that's freedoria
To wait in line for milk, that
is another thing."
5 Disarm Points
gni MAIN POINTS the U. S. 
re-
In disarmament negotia-
tions with the Soviet are 
ex-
plained by Secretary of Stat
e
• John Foster Dulles In 
a broad-
cast to the nation (rum W
ash-
tngton. They include inspec-
tion, an end to manufacture of
nuclear weapons, suspension of
nuclear tests. (Internation(il
)
Max Kiel airfield at Little
Ameri,a Antarctica, sits on an
ice shelf 800 feet thick.
HEAR HOW
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
HEALS
MS EACH SUNDAY 
A.M.
On Radio Station WNBS
• also •
WSIX---1591__. CHANNEL $
NA,SHVILLE
Each Sunda y...1:30 PM.
1 606 W. Main St. Telephono 13C"YOUR HOMS-CWNED LOAN CO.'MURRAY LOAN CO.•••=1,
r-
FAMOUS FOR QUALITY •
—
I Tried It I Believe It !
In The Red, White and Blue Carton
I KNOW DAIRY BRAND
MILK IS GOOD — MY
MOMMY BUYS IT FOR
ME, AND BOY,
IT'S REALLY GOOD!
FAMOUS
FOR
UALITY
•
-DAIRY BRAND
MILK
•
••••••..
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Se per word for en. day, minimum of 17 words for 60e - Se per weed for three days. OteeeNied ads
FOR SALE
PIANOS. New and used. Lace
stock. Serourn W hit e, 4113
Cheetnids Kt, -Murray. KY.
- •= 
_
SLS AND SAW DUST. I can
deliver or you haul. Ask at
Ed Wilson Grocery near Irvin
Cobb. J27P
2 PIECE Kroehler living room
suite. Excellent condition. Call
2053 after 5:00 p.m. J26P
Here is a 4 room home on North
13th St., electric heat. Lot 60x160.
Price $4,000. Jones & Tatum.
Phone 78. J26C  NEVER CAN THERE BE a sub-
stitute for a monument, a lasting
GOOD USEIX -waseea.leteesesSailesetettet4 eries• See
excellent condition $20. Cued our display. Call
oway IYionument
16 inch bicycle with training Company. West Mails
-Street, near
wheels. 'Phone 790-J. J26C college Vester O
rr, Owner. A5C
eam,••••
NOTICE
jFemale Help Wanted SINGER Sew
ing Machine repre-
sentative in Murray. Fur sales,
MAKE PREC-CUT leather items
at home profitably. No ex-
  perience necessary. Write:
 Crown
A 5 ROOM HOUSE, 905 Olive 
Inc., 8507 W. 3rd., Los Angeles
St., Lot 90x244, sale price $4500. 4
8, Calif. J26
P
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1-Ocean
12-Pronoun
33-Seragllo
34-Vehicle •
3:.,-Mats servant
86-1Ciploalve noise
37-Gerurrenc•
39-Knocked
42-Roamers
4-Porioot of time
47- NI t al fastener
49-ThIngs, In
la-Freshet
61-Weaken
DOWN
1-St eers
2-Sinxie thing
-Preten t lous
homes
law
AC ROSS
I-la-Inking Waal
4-Fol rise
5-A no r Iran
essa) iat
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sloths
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22-Brimless cap
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I.-Through
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41-Wet
43-Tear
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service and reisair, contact Mr.
A. M. Dugan, N. 16th Ext. Phone
2250-J. TFC
I have moved my watch repair
shop to Murray Jewelry Store
next door. sto the Peoples Bank.
I will appreciale your laueiness.
Clifton Pa_schalt. Aug26C
LOOK! 10 Alundruifi,storm win-
dows, one door,-1199 installed.
We also have the triple track
window. Hume Comfort Co., 18th
al Main. Phone 1303. 
A5C
LOOK! CitilsOfaiS Aluminum
awnings. Free installation for
July. Any size. Home Comfort
Co:, .18th, at Main. Phone 130
3.
A5C
SEWING MACHINE Serviee an
d
repair. 1eon-44e1/..fette-staile 
on
Lynn Grove Hwy. Phone -9
54-J
• J27C
'billfold- --or-- post
card phetoginplis- and 1 
8x10
enlargement for on*, $4.95. Li
mit-
ed time only. Love Stud
io 503
Voider St. e-
J30C
WOULD TKKE_ADI_ elderly 
lady
in my home to caTe fc---4-1'. 
lad-
quite a bit of experience in 
nurs-
ing. Mrs. Fred McClur
e, 300
Woodlawn. 
J26P
WANTED TO RENT: Two 
bed-
room house, unfurnished
. Prefer
with garage. Phone 
1908-W.
J27C
YOU CAN DIE LAUGHING
FAIR (ERLE STANLEY GARDNER)
C IOC by Iltrlo Stook, Carlow Pdorlotod by ormayromon
l •,15 Willis,, Ifo-royr & Co lawobwal Sy gas Pm`at...
4
"They're still man and wife and Tt was ra3.1A.-
 to Coot ^
, Donald Lain and Bertha 
Cool. fhe still supposed to be together, but a
nd was for elseIsundred and,
tifty dollaisi
I tossed the check over to P-er-
tha's desk. 'This check 191 
for
one hundred and fifty dollars. I
said a tnousand."
"I 'kith Sy wirer you-sail. One
-
fifty is as high as I'm prepared'
to bid at the present ttme. 
You
See, I represent a large syndicate
which has extenarse intesests.
This is relativity a small case. 1
want to keep it small"
I said, "1 don't this% a reta
iner
of that size will enable us to 
get
the intermittent you want."
"Suit yoursclf," he saids pick:
ing up hie hat, and then 
reach-
ing out a big bronzed hand 
for
the check on the desk. -
There was a flash of diamonds
as Bertha snatched the check 
out
from under his fingers. "We
'll
make a start," she told him, c
ut-
ting the words off with a scissors-
tarp tongue. "When we get 
to
the end of this check, we'll 
send
for you. Then you can eith
er go
ahead or quit."
"You may have found her b
y
that time," he said,
"We may have," Bertha 
said
coldly. "Where do we reach yel
e?"
"Dartmouth Hotel. I'll be there
for ten days."
He shook hands with Ber
tha
and me and went out.
Bertha waited until the door
had cleated, then she picked 
up a
plastic tray of paper clips 
and
dashed it to the floor. She pul
led
up her Skirts and stamped o
n the
clips with her high-heeled sho
esa,
Then she kicked the tray clear
across the office.
I sat back in my ceairr and
r-- Waive NAPPENtwo
doughty pair of private d. te.tnes
whose exploits were recounted in
-Beware the' ()Ines." -Double or
Quota- and • dozen other enortnously
popular novels. are embarked on a
new case_ Donald, the narrator of
the story. arrivea.at the Cool & ham
°n ice to find hdi partner in profane
mood. She fears 'Donald's tarchaess
• may hale rust them a big fee. berates.
• Prospective client. Lawton Corning,
was disappointed by his dnding a
woman in charge of the agency.
Beitha'• explosion la halted by the
r. appearath e of Corning, who re-
Maws his problem to Donald. Corn-
ing says that he wants • woman. Mrs.
Diary Writy. ii aved. This is • swarth
• in the assignment he discussed with
BtiUia on his nun %wit. . „ „
CHAPTER 2
"VOU TOLD ME at wa* an oil
1 deal," Bertha said.
"You misunderstood me," Corn-
ing said.
"The hell I did:" Bertha
snapped.
"I thank I said it might not be
possible to start certain opera-
tions until I had Mrs." Wells lo-
cated and had secured her signa-
ture."
"You said mining
Bertha insisted.
-"If I did, I have
lion of doing so."
You also said something about
drilling,"
"I must have confused this
case with another one I'm work-
ing on."
"Perhaps we can help you on
The other one."
"No. One to an agency Is
enough."
"We could handle two a kit
cheaper and perhaps save you
money."
"I'm not interested in saving
money. I want to pay a fair
price for adequate, competent
, fiervieea. I may have had this
cese onfused with another one
•
operations,"
no reco/lec-
when Yves talking With you
earlier, Ira. Cool. I want to ern-
-Ph that in this cas
e there is
no oil-that Is, that I have said
nothing about oil or mineral
righLs or drilling. I wish to hire
you people to find Mrs. Wells.
That's all you have to do: find
her and report to me. It's that
simple."_
"Is it going to be simple?" I
asked.
"glow do I know?" Corning
said. "If it's too complicated,
we'll -forget It, and I'll turn my
attention to something else."
Bertha made a strangling noise,
then caught herself and fastened
her lips in a fixed frosty smile.
"Where do I start?" I asked
Corning.
"With Drury Wells," he said.
"lie's living out on kroatmore,
Road. number 1638."
. "Ilia wife living with him?" I
asked.
"Yes and no."
"What db you mean by that?"
the wife isn't there."
"Any idea of where she is?"
"That's why I'm hiring you peo-
ple."
'. "Have you talked with Linsey
Wells?" I asked.
-Me looked me over with the
air of a man Sizing up a piker-
playing opponent who has just
slid a stack of bloc chips into the
middle of the table.
"Yes," he said after a moment
"What does Wells say?"
"Wells thinks his wife ran off
with another man. He's some-
what disturbed about it."
"have you," I asked. "talked
with ariar of the neighbors?"
"One."
"Who?"
"Mrs. Frances Raleigh." ,
"Where does she live?"
"Next door." ,
"What does she think?"
Corning looked Inc straight in
the eye. "She thinks that Mrs.
Wells is buried in the sand dunes
down at one of the beaches."
"Have you talked with the
police ?"
"I don't want the police," Corn-
ing said.
.I said, "This could turn out to
be quite an assignment."
Corning said. "If I thought it
was -a simple matter of putlering
around here and there, I'd handle
it myself."
Bertha Cool said, "What about
this biece of property you said
'you Were after'?"
He was frigidly dignified. "I
didn't say I was after any prop-
erty. I believe I did say she might
have an interest in a !section of
land and that this might eventual- lit -a 
cigarette.
ly furnish a clue as to her where- "D
amn youaponald Lam" she
&bouts" rasped at 
me. "If you'd been in
"I had the impression you were an hour 
ago, we'd have been eta
Interested in the property."- in on a
n oil well. That guy has
9 am interested In locating a lease that 
has to be signed by
Mrs. Wells." Mrs. 
Welle. He'd have given us a
Bertha looked as though she big 
chunk of money to find her."
could have eaten a breakfast dish "W
e aren't finished yet," I
of steel filings With relish, told 
her.
"How was Wells when you "The
 hell we aren't!" Bertha
talked with him?" I asked. "Was rage
d. "We're licked. He's seen
he hostile or co-operative?" sonic 
lawyer who told him there
"He's co-operative. 11c saidhe was no 
use cutting a detective
was just as anxious to find his agen
cy In on an oft deal just to
wife as I was.- find a missiqg
 person. That lase-
I said, "Make out a check for 'yer 
told him to go back to us
a thousand -dollars. I'll talte..-k• and forc
e us to handle it as an
look kround. Perhaps I'll find o
rdinary missifig-person deal."
her. Perhaps I won't. After I've- 
"Well, that's what we're doing,
spent a thousand dollars of your b
eret It?"
money on compensation and ea. "Damn y
ob, ees!" she shouted.
{tenses, we'll talk itscuter again." I 
tried is smoke ring.
Corning pulled out a checkbook. She 
rang the buzzer for her
• Bertha started clenching anis secretary
, said, "Jane, pick upc
rinclenching her hands. Light glit- those 
paper clips and put them in
Iered from her diamond rings,
 the tray. That damn tray 
fell off
Corning wrote out a check; slid the desk."
it across the desk. 
I winked at Jane and walked
I picked it up. R was drawn
 out.
oa $ bank to San Antonio, Tues. 
(To Bc Continued)
are payable In advance.
FOR RENT
TWO COMFORTABLE Sleeping
rooms at Main & 17th. Shelton
Canad,y, Phone 1020-R. J29P
easesa.....aessiot ""-- ‘"A"-1-
UNFURNISHED apartment, three
rooms and bath. Kentucky and
Ryan, one block from college.
$30 month. Phone 721. j30p
FOUR ROOM unfurnished, mod-
ern apartment. Phone 685 or
95. j2iic
n Auction Sale
I will on Saturday, July 27,
1 p.m. at The Rudy Pogue farm
1/2-mile east of Taylor's store,
sell my household and kitchen
furniture. 1 electric stove, 1
refrigerator, 1 washer, studio
couch and chair, feather beds,
quilts, chairs, tables; trunks, iron-
ing board, 1 dresser, and a numb-
*et of items not mentioned. Sale
rain or shine. Luck Burt, auc-
tioneer. J26P
CHAPERONE IS THE PROBLEM
EDUARDO ZENDER and his "Miss Universe^ daughte
r Gladysliegls-
ter deep conbern as they read one of the many cont
racte,being
considered as a result of her beauty triumph in Long Bea
ch, Calif.
They were "up in the air" in the matter of a chaperone. Ths.Li
ma,
Pet 11, family requires that a chaperone accompany her
, sor. sthing
sew .expenemnisein the deal. (internati
onal Souncl14an)
Man Turns Hobby
Into Vocation - •
DUNCAN, Okla. -in-- An in-
terest in rocks developed du/wig
his years as a miner turned. into
a hobby for M. R. Davis, and
_now _at the , age  _ of 89, te's 
malting-- it - his- votation.----a------ • 
Davis, a_ lifelong admirer of
beautiful rocks and semi-precious
stones, ,pas started cutting stones
for wholesale jewelry firms.
"I laisses this rock business is
pretty much in 'your blood," '
said the one-time miner who
I later became a house paierand paper-hangr.
His intrest in stones was stir-
red by the rock collection of his
grandfather, a watchmaker and
silversmith.
. Davis said he has about. $1,000
worth' of equipment for his new
career. He buys the stones lie
cuts ,,for .jewelers and does not
use the ones he collects.
„"It's like-'fishing." he said. "If
you want, sport- you catch them.
If you want to be sure to get
fish. you got to, a market and
buy them."
. Davis usually works with a-
*s, although he has workedwith jade and some othere.
He looks upon his new vocation
as an excellent one for aging
ople.
NANCY
HONDURAS, NICARAGUA 'AGREE'
HERE IS the ceremony in the Pa
n American embassy In Washing-.
ton as Honduras and Nicaragua signed 
an agreement to taice their
half-century-old border dispute to th
e Court of International Jus-
tice at the Hague. Signing tor Honduras is Forei
gn Minister
Gatage Fidel Duron. The other signer 15 Alejandro Montle]
 Ars
guello, Nicaraguan foreign minister. Standing by Ls Rica
rdo Arias
Espinosa, Panama ambassador and chairman of the Organizati
on
of American States. (Internat
ional Bourldphotoe.
Ii
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Read The Ledger & Times
- MARKET REPORT -
Murray Livestock Co.
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'clock
July 23, 195.7
TOTAL HEAD 894
Good Quality Fat Steers $20.00-22.00
MerYarirs-Qua)rty Butcher Cattle - 15.Q03-18.0303
Baby Beeves  1_6.00-22.00
Fat Cows, Beef Type  12.00-14.50
Canners and Cutters  6.00-11.50
Bulls  16.80 Down
VEALS
Fancy Veals  22.00
No, 1 Veals    20.70
No. 2 Veals  19.00
HOGS -
Throwouts  6.50-17.00
180 to 240 poUpds  20.75
1956 FORD Fairlane. Beautiful 2:tone 
with all Ford
-equipment. Real 'sharp! .
1955 CHEVROLET 2-door. Twa-t
one._ with extras.
Fully guaranteed!
1955 FORD 4-door, with extras. Cl
ean as a pin.
lita$ MERCURY 4-door. Two-tone-blue 
with-extras.
Really beautiful!
1954 MERCURY Monterey 4-door, Rea
l nice!
1954 CHEVROLET 2-door with standar
d transmis-
sion. A nice car and fully guaranteed.
1953 FORD 2-door with extras'. Drrves l
ike new!
1952 FORD Custom 2-door, 2-tone. Tip-t
op in every
way. •
1950 BUICK Special, 4-door,
1956 FORD 3i-ton truck. Locally 
owned,
8,409 miles. New truck guarantee. See it 
for
sure.
QUALITY, SERVICE and GUARANTEES
Hugo Wilson Motor Sales I
Phone 682 **** * 1117y,**Koye*
**
I WAS
CONVICTED ON
CI RCUM STANTIAL
EVIDENCE
(3 0 0
ABBIE an' SLATS
AUNT FRITZ) --
WHAT IS
Cl RCUMSTANTIAL6
EVIDENCE ?
IT'S A TOSSUP, CHARLIE-WHETHER
SHE'LL BE SORER AT YOU FOR BEING
CONNED INTO MARRYING GLENDA ---
OR HAPPY BECAUSE YOU AIN'T
MARRIED TO THAT DAME.'
-
by Enda) Bushmiller(---/- THAT'SCIRCUMSTANTIAL
EVIDENCE
by Raeburn Van Buren
WELL -WHAT HAVE YOU TO
SAY FOR YOURSELF, MASTER--
MIND
AS HIS G UARDIAN, YOU FORCE THEM
TO LIVE HERE!! FATCHANCE,WHO
CAN'T BEAR BEING PARTED FR
OM
HIS CHILD, WILL WANT TO LI
VE
HERE, TOO -
by Al Capp
11-
-AND THE ONE'! WAY- IS TO
MARRY YOU!! - 04-4!! MADAME!!
YOU'RE CLEVER.'!- CLEVER!!
11)GAS PAINS
•
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''AGE FOUR
WOMEN'S PAGE
Jo Burlieen, Editor. Phone 694-M-4 or 763-J
-Color Clashes Can I .
Pep Up Decor-l>/-ittP.0:
09t•tALS
• '
Your Own Howie and "3111r: -Norman
NEw yoRKone inte_ Reaume of Detr
oit are the par-
THE LEDGER & TIMES
.-
.-• %.
..1110011, 
— MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Weddings Eocals
Club News Activitiea
nes decorator says tension will- enta of a sn•ft 
Gary Edgar. /3°m
Sunday, June 30.- weighing seven
__keep a room from being dull in pounds and eleven ounces. Mrs.
decor.
Not the kind of tension rshich 
Resume, is the former Miss
makes the occupant nervous and
liebbjh Hutson and the youngest
- - jumpy. said decoratorsJoh Ab-
daughter of Air. and Mrs. Hassell
d
bate, but one that gives a room 
Hutson of this -coianty.
• • • •
sparkle. Miss Dorthy Wood .,of Trent.
. „ 
Abbate said the tension may be Michigan spent - th
e past three
delicate and must be treated withi,weekS with her 
uncle-and aunt,
one of color, furru.shiligs or Mr. and Mrs. Leo
nard Wood and
scale. He acids that its balance ,ie.1 daughter. 
Carolyn. Miss Wood
a careful- hand. . ._..--.h h, _ returned home  w
ith her.
. • a= • •
Abbate said cobs' tension is 1
a •cols;r balance which excites the Spectacle Stylist
eye with a pleasing: cuntrist. He Gives Beauty lips Beloit Gets Russian
suggested a pale blue with 'a
vnci green,i plus small
,or Selection-accents of r Literary Collection
orange-vermalon or a chinese _red NEW
 YORK -RP- One *Pee- •
combined with shell pink, black tans stylist sa
ys there is more WI BELOIT. Wis - -ln•- Beloit
ais41- -- -gray.--  .-- choosing glasses than- meets Abe. cask:ate has a representative col-
Abbate said tension plays a eye. • . - • lec
tion of Russian literature by
big-part inhrelating period furni-
ture to a modern room. The
secret is such as a fragmi-o
carved tnarble, stone or .nood
combined with a Picasso ceramic 'shaPie of face, an
d hair coloring- ' Germhity and by mail' from Mos-
or a Klee lithograph. • I -Most women 
do not coordin- . ehas .
• One word of ' - ei aana,„a:e glassee  to. sk
in 'tone," she The graup includes most of
ture , tension. ••• course ou ,4h•nr- ._. - '---volieres aWardect, the Stalin
shouldn't hang a gaudy. ir,thaea An oltvees
kined brunette can prtze for literature between 1940
headdress over _a Louis Fifteenth l' wear glasses wan
 red frames be- and 1951. There also is a set of
Bergere." said the decorator. -.84,1s li cause'- the - color
 . brightens, the the Works of This:0y and sev-
a wood. harsane aatiee as ahe ea_ -skin. Black frames acc
ent fair , esal ' sets of Song_ .drarea:Ie
cale would look svopcierful oveetskah fiark .hair 
and eyes, wit/Mira:irks-. - - .hre- . • - .-- ..
a painted. French provincial brown will flatter
 the brown- I -It's ,one of the -most -exciting
chest." . eyed woman w-Eo want
s to be I acquisitions io come to Beloit in
-Abbate said lensn of scale is i conservative. 
. -  in recent 'years," said H. 1,'ai1
illustrated by the placedeent 4,1 
• Deale, director of libraries.
1 In .geraral. yatflt find tones ' 
a number• •
•
CHICAGO -OP- Researcher*
say they may hi -e fund a new
and better way to treat frostbite.
Dr. J. Morton fgeder (National
Drag Company) said he and two
other doctors have found a cit-
rus-fruit derived substance,
"hesperidin" which signifi-
 Ca. ly down the amount of blood
poisoning resulting from frost-
bite in animals.
• Defier said frostbitten aihimais
getting hesperidin had gangren-
ous areas about 40 per cent
smaller than animals not given
treatment. Beath made his re-
_perhAo_tlr Federaion of Ameri-
can Socieies -for perithental
Biology. ,
Seiler said rather large quanti-
ties of hesperidin were -needed
to produce effects in the animals.
He said the quantities h,g,iseehual
to giving a grown ma any gal-
lons of orange juice ••.• drink.
But Seiler - Slitd hesperidin-
might be administered in con-
centrate, capsule form.
' • Awls On a 1 of brown, blue, green or gold . . • 
..
massive - Mece of furniture.
Chest with•a Series of polychrome
- -` -e and vour c. t.' . are blue, n. f.r,.' . flag-raising ceremony „ 
h n painting, or for applying
lie .suggested topping a I rt. 
he* best if your hair is blonde Marines participated in thet w--e-- . 
-
figures varying in height from ,
= gray or hazel. If your eyes are Midway Island on Dec. 28, 
1867,' liquid scratch remoter to 
furni-
of ' handsome -shells. 
the demi-W:11d of brown tone• 
ture.
12 to 18 inches.. 
or a roLec...1,n .brown and- your hair is blonde. 
Plan Meat 'Buying Better Way To
For Several Meals Frostbite*
Yellen . 
busing meat. phut for more than
one meal at a time to save time
and mohey.
Diligent use of meet cuts ex-
tends the meat d,illar. says Calra
N. Leopold. extension home man-
agement specialist at the Univer-
sity of • Nebraska. .
For example, a • chuck arm
raast can be cut to serve three
ways. The rounded, boneless end
is ideal for beef stew. The center
part with the rounded bone is an
economical and tasty pot roast.
The remaining pieces can be
stichd- lengthwise into twa-Swiss_
steaks.
Jean Harden, stylist for She alumnus James Winkelman 
who
Biusch and Lomb- Optical- Co.., gathered more than 3(10 _books
zderseeh women • tu.-Ise- guided by- sena ,_-perseeneals from Russian
thear complexilons, the size and .bookstores 'in Austria, France and DISISPIRITEO DISCUSSION
LOMA LINDA, Calif. -
Mrs. David Crinly. of Winnipeg,
Canada. told -a-aseeting Scien-
lific Studies for: the Prevention
of Alcholism -here Monday that
pink tea would be a suitable
replacement for martinis at cock-
tail parties.
 1
. are good. Black is fine if your
Abbate urged homemakers' •to krha• has a golden glint,
be brat:h dec,,ratson. 
•
The small sticks with 'cotton-
on each end arehahhandy painting
aid. Use them Tor touching up
tiny spots you may have missed
RISE UP IN WRATH AGAIN
and • _ e formuI.s are fine. but 
irieG 
- Brunettes have a wide choice 
r.11217, ._
the off-beat element is the -hone E. green or goici look dramat. 
..
that- epeates rein and lastizes je_ Red. green or %yid leok dramatic
terest.7. he- said, h en dark eyes.
Thelled-haired woman must b.
Allt•CONDITIONED
TODAY' 
ENDS
• SATURDAY
ADLAN DS of
motiTANi
• •• • -
LLIIL
In KAMM Una
kilns Oat AM I
- A Po -
The Y•cir's Prize
SHOCKER!
PIN as,
Strange
INTRuDER
care,tul, -dark col" rs' are best,
espemaili cuirsamon or ebony.
Some shades of green are flat-
...ring Mrs. Harden also mint-
ed out tnat gasses may camous
f :age- feature faults if -)uu' cnuOse t
csrebdly 4 hag il-on 
iv41 look Isat7G it'ith a high
arched keyhole tAse---bridge.
Thin eyebrows need a te ht
!remit. to give the illusion of 'full-
ness. Wide-eyed girls _shontl
ear 'frimes with na errow
• ridge, less width at the oufer
.mers and a deepened lens
Create ats much width as poasi-
ale for 'c'eae-set -eyes. Wear a
wide bridge with width at tn..- ,
-outer _ edges' of, Ina frames.
The pearsshapvd lens with a
slight upsheep, a best for a:.
oVal face. iweehanehhee 
CYPRIOTS march through Ni
cosia in the first demonstration since
lighter and younger214.2ting. And I crn 
reads, The People of
harlequin r .setiare fkapes. 
'the truce 
last March. They shouted leftwia
g pl,rases such ..as
the oval_ faced should avoid 
"Do ,with NATO bases." This 
banishr 
'Cyprus demand the return of the 
Archbishop ..." Onterrietknew
i• _ 
Whodenware needs immediate
cleaning after use.. But net, r - •ak 
. • -
*K..t
vain 71V
it. Use as little water as t,
waahing. When cri. eare WHILE THEy LAS
becomes rhughenthi. snshh's t, • •
sandpaper but don't p hue. wax S
• or varne
4P- 4
You will gc• an (qua: ,:r' in' c
f protein in 1 egg. 1 our.,.
cooked fillet t. fish or P•u%*1
coihrrung moist, stack therri.,:ep-
To koshh--hlices of 'toast ir a,. '
• ^
FREE
FILM,
( With each roll of black and white
film we develop fgr you we will give
free of charge one roll same.
* FAST 24-HOUR SERVICE *
Offer Lasts Ten Days
WALLISDRUG
T !
SUMMER
ii - SLACAS
reg. s11.95 95
ALL
STRAWS
Americana
perosns visited the U. S. exhibits.
Draws Many In said athseupt:,-rtmreassrkewt was montage. Shetnne 
' 'Oil War
y Raging. Miss Sampson, a home econo-_i
7-- -- Mist with General Foods, supers
-vised the foods exhibits set age-
FRIDAY —
U.S. Exhibit
Ba---G-AY PAULEY
Urine& Press Staff Correspondent
- NEW YORK (IP - Mail order
catalegs, frozen orange juice and
ch-Fri-on-Ibe-eob were thehaehalil
.attraeffts. ansung the -"Ameri7
cane" displayed at the Interna-
tional Trade Fair in Poznan.
Poland.
So says Barbara Sampson, a
home economist and the only
American woman helping with
the U.S. exhibit at the recent
15-day- even‘
, It was the first .time the
United States has Participated
in a trade fair behind the Iron
Curtain. Miss Sampson said the
results were a lot of new friends
for the United States.
"The people knew they couldn't
buy most of the things we
--Shinved,- she 'said. Stith no one
seemed to resent this.
"While the fair was on, the
eating eatahlishments in Poznan
were closed to all but foreigners.
So the Poles just brought their
lunches or dinners. One man
told me he would be glad when
the fair was over so there would
be more in the shops for Poznan
residents.
"But • he wasn't griping. After
all, to the Polish, what are two
weeks in 20 years of ..cloing
without!" • .
No Pushing Or Shoving
Miss Sampson, who has just
-returned from the fair and a
brief vacation afterward_ in Den-
mark. said "We don't have crowds
in this country like we had at
Poznan.
"Eighteen thousand people an
hour moved through the U. S.
pavilion," she said. "Mot they
didn't push or shove, I kept
thinking of the sway of a giant
wheat field."
She said that in all, 1,680,000
foods-264 varieties were display-
erl-because these are things typi-
cal of our kitchens aillegunknown
in Poland.
In the early morning and late
Afternoon t when the crowds thin-
ned visitors could stop to talk
and taste. "There was much
smacking of lips over orange
"Itte. trews.
corn On the cub amazed them;
to most Europeans, corn is animal-
food."
Trains .Pollsh Girls
The home economist was one
of six persons invited by the
U. S. Department of Commerce
to direct exhibits showing what
we eat, use and wear. She train-
ed 1-1 Polish girls, all students
at the University of Poznan, to
help her with the food demon-
strations. Most of the. cooking
Was done with electrical ap-
pliances; which, like the hundreds
Of cases of foods, were shipped
from the states.
"The - girls had never seen a
rotisserie," she said. "But it
wasn't long before they were
running electric toasters, skillets
and waffle irons expertly. The
electric can opener was such a
hit with the visitors we just
kept it going, even though it
was grinding around an empty
can half the time. It got 10 years'
wear in two weeks." •
People Look Good
The catalogs supplied by Seats
Roebuck drew oh's and alt's.
"The people just didn't seem
able to believe that to get any-
thing you wanted, all you have
to do was write a letter. Miss
Sampson said. "Poland has no
such abundance. Yet its people
look good. They have clothes,
but no fashion. And the children
are bright-eyed' and shiny-hair-
ed." •
Mias Sampson said that when
she left Poznan she said to
her associates "I hope I never
again haihe to see people stand-
ing in line."
ION
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BRITISH TROOPS reportedly
were being flown from Aden
(1) to Oman (2) to help 
the
sultan of Oman and Muscat
settle an "oil war." Revolting
tribesmen are said to control
some 6,000 square miles of the
sultan's territory. Oil right, are
involved. If the rebels win out,
It would mean recognition by
Saudi Arabia, and thus oil con-
cessions probably would go to
U. S. companies. If the sultan
retains sovereignty, oil rights
probably would go to Britain.
The oil-rich oasis of Buramil
(3) is In dispute between the
British and Saudi Arabia.
"But I got to Copehagen,-there
was another line." she said. "T
he
Danes were waiting to get in
to a football game.
"I thought then, to wait i
n
line for football, that's freed
om
To wait in line for milk, 
that
is another thing."
V •I
JULY 26, 1957
Mar WW1 - airfield at 
Little
Amerha Antarctica, sits on 
an
Ice shelf 800_ feet thick.
I Telephone IX506 W. Main St."YOUR HOMS-CWNED LOAN CO.'
5 Disarm Points
NV1 MAIN POINTS the 
U. B. re-
starts in disarmament ne
gotia-
tions with the Soviet are 
ex-
plained by Secretary of Sta
te
John roster Dulles in a 
broad-
cast to the nation from 
Wash-
tngton. They include inspec-
tion, an end to manufacture 
of
nuclear weapons, suspension 
of
nuclear tests. (Internation
al)
HEAR HOW
CHRISTIAN
SCIENCE
HEALS
8:15 EACH SUNDAY A.
M.
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11/111K-TV • CHANNEL
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FAMOUS FOR QUALITY 4
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•
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I Tried It I Believe It !
In The Red, White and Blue Carton
te-
I KNOW DAIRY BRAND
MILK IS GOOD - MY
MOMMY BUYS IT FOR
ME, AND BOY,
IT'S REALLY GOOD!
a
FAMOUS
FOR
QUALITY
DAIRY BRAND •
MILK
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THE LEDGER dr-TIMES - MURRAY, REN'P
UCICY
ads. are payable In advanca.
-.,asee is a 4 room home on North
FOR SALE 1311i St., electric heat. Lot 60x160.
1- 
  Price $4,000. J
ones & Tatftm.
PIANOS.
stock.
Chestnut
New and used.
Phone 78, J26C
L.ve•
Seiourn Whit e, 403
St., Murray, Ky.
July29P
SIAS AND SAW DVST. I can
• deliver or pats lt)ul:' Ask at
Ed Wilson Grocery near Irvin
Cobb. J271'
2 PIECE Kroehler living room
suite. Excellent condition. Cad
2053 after 5:00 p.m. J26P
A 5 ROOM HOUSE, 905 Olive
St., Lot 90x244, sale price $4500.
G0011,-AISF9,-
excellent condition $20Good
16 inch- - Isteyele with - *lining
wheels. Phone 790-J. J26C
Female Help Wanted
MAKE PREC-CUT leather item
s
at home profitably. No ex-
perience necessary; Write: Crown
Inc., 8507 W. 3rd., Los Ange
les
48, Calif. J26
P
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-1.rinkin5 vessel
4-Fol rig u
9-American
essayist
13-Tierra dal
Fusgan Indian
a-Carousal
(slang)
14-1,rmale sheep
.
-Nothing
-trts•laimer
-Begins
20-1ildeous
31-Hint
22-Nobleman
24-Let Ihstand
24-Style of
automobile
tr-Ilebrew letter
, 29-Tbree-toed
' sloths
•
90-Wild -
31-occan
32-Pronoun
33-Seraglul -
34-Vshicle •
3.,-Sian servant
36-1Cxploalve MAAS
37-Occurrence
39-K necked'
42-Roamers
45-Pcrlod of time
46-Finish
47-Metal fastener
48-E.Ige
45-Things. In law
&O.-Fresh. -t
61-Weaken
DOWN
1-Steers
2-Single thing
11-Pretentious
homes
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle.
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Ow. 1•1
By
4-Lessen
6-The lindens
6-hostelry
7-The self
6-Not Insolved In
hostilities
9-9an4 of nut
10-Was In debt
11-Weird
17-Mi.Iday •
15-Wheel track
27-Brimless rap
23-3I an 'v. nams
24-Man's
nickname
26-Cravat
2G- With, red
27-Through
24-Dine
30-Wavers
31-Trench digger*
33-Dexterity
341-Policeman
(slate)
SS-Sells
,36-AdhesIve
subststice
37-Pitcher
36-Weather
Indicator
35-A llowance for
waste
46-Silkworm
41-Wet
47-Tear*
44-Girl's name
•
NOTICE
NEVER CAN THERE BE a sub-
stitute for a'monument, a lasting
ibute to your hived ones. See
our -display. C.alluviay. ItiLanutivant
Company. .West Main Street, na
college. Vester Orr, Owner.
SINGER Sewing Machine repre-
sentative in Murray. For sales, 
service and repair, contact Mr.
A. M. Dugan, N. 16th Ext. Phone
2250-J. TFC
I 'have moved my watch repair
shop to Murray Jewelry Store
next door, to the Peoples Bank.
I will appreciate your business.
Clifton' Paschall. A ug26C
LOGK1 10 Aluininum.storm win-
dows, one door: $199 installed.
We also have the triple track
Window. Horne comfort CO.. lath
at Main. Phone 1303: • A5C
LOOK! CH1LDaiiS Aluminum
awnings. Free installation for
July. Any 'size. Home Comfor
t
Co., 18th at Main. Phone 13
03.
A5C
SEWING MACHINE Servic
e and
repair. teon- Hulk- One 
mile on
Lynn Grove Hwy. Phone 
934-J
J27C
SPECIAL--12 .billfold or 
post
card photographs and i
 8x1.0
enlargement for only $4.95. 
Limit-
ed 'Lime only. Low S
tudio 503
Poplar St. - 
J30C
*OULD TAKVAN elderl
y lady
in my home to care f
or. Had
quite a bit of experience 
in nurs-
ing. Mrs.. Fred McC
lure, 309
Woodlawn. ' 
J26P
WANT !'D
WANTED TO RENT: 
Two bed-
room house, unfurnishe
d. Prefer
with garage. Phone 
1908-W.
J27C
YOU CAN DIE LAUGHING
.A. FAIR (ERE STANLEY GARDNER)
1167 by 1•1.• Staab,' Obrilaby 1Wpriated ty •••rabc.snatt •
 •I Wiwayrn w. -w a eo Notr,butpd by lag lbetur•-•
r- WRAT r; TfAP1P1MTNODonald Lain and Bertha 0..1. the
doughty pair of private d. 
lives
whose exploits were recounted in
'Meyer* the Curses." -Double 
or
Quits" and • dozen other enormousl
y
popular no%els. are embarked on a
"new case. Donaid. the narrator 
of
the story, arrives at the coot Lam
office to find his partner in profane
(hood. She fears Donald's tardiness
may have-vont them it big fee. because
a prospective client. Lawton Corning.
VAS disappointed by his finding •
woman in charge of the agency.
Bertha** explosion Is halted by the
reappcarants of Corning, who re-
states his problem to Donald. Corn-
ing mays that be wants a woman. Mrs.
Lowy Wells. traced. This Is • switch
In the asassamest he discussed with
}Stadia on Um Mat 'visit....
CHAPTER 2').
"VOTT TOLD ME it was, an oil
• I deal," Bertha said.
"You misunderstood me," Corn-
lag said.
"The hell I did:" Bertha
snapped.
• "I think r said it might not be
possible to start certain opera-
tions until I had Mrs. Wells lo-
cated and had secured her signa-
ture."
"You said mining operations,"
-Bertha insisted.
"If I did, I have no recollec-
tion of doing so."
-You also said something about
`r drilling."
"I mint have confused this
case with another one I'm work-
ing on."
-Perhaps We can help you on
the other one."
"No. One to an agency is
enotigh."'-
"We could handle two a lot
cheaper and perhaps save you
money."
-I'm not interested . in saving
money. I want to ISay a fair
price, for adequate, competent
services. I meg have had this
case confused with another one
when I was talking with you
earlier, 14s. Cool. I want to ern-
rhasize that In this case there is
no oil -that is, that I have said
nothing about oil or mineral
rights or drilling. I wish td hire
you people to find Mrs. Wells.
That's all you have to do; find
her and report to me. It's that
simple."
"Is it going to be simple?" I
asked. •
"How do I know?" Corning
raid,
we'll forget It, -and I'll turn my
attention to shmething else."
Bertha Made a strangling noise,
then caught herself and fastened
her lips In a fixocb. frosty smile.
"Where do I start?" I asked
Corning.
"With Drury Welts," he said.
"lie's living but on. Frostmore
Road. romper Inns." •
"His wire living with him?" I
asked.
"Yes and no." '
,"What do you Meast-by that?"
1111 
•. .
4onsiwilaiSP,
.*
"They're still man and wife and
still supposed to be_tpg_ethert but
the wife isn't there."
"Any idea of where she is?"
"That's why I'm hiring You peo-
ple."
'
"Have you talked with Drury
Wells?" I asked.
He looked me over with the
air of a man sizing up a poker.
playing opponent who has Just
slid a stack of blue chlpe into the
middle of the table.
"Yes,". he said after a moment.
"Whitettoes Welke say ?"
"Wells thinks his 'wife ran off
with another man. He's -some-
what disturbed about it."
"Have you," I asked, "talked
with any of the neighbore?"
"One."
"Who?"
"Mrs. Frances Raleigh."
"Where does she rive?"
"Next door."
"What does she think?"
Corning looked In, straight in
the eye. "She thinks Slat Mrs
.
Well* is buried in the sand dunes
down at one of the beaches."
"Have you talked with the
police?"
"I don't want the police," Corn-
ing said.
I said, "This could turn out to
be quite an assignment."
Corning said. "If I thought it
was a simple matter-of pott.•rin
g
around here and there, I'd handle
it myself."
Bertha Cool said, "What about
this piece of property you said
you were after?"
He Was frigidly dignified. "I
didn't say I was after any prop
-
erty. I believe I did say she might
have an interest in a section of
land and that this might eventual
-
ly furnish a clue as to her where
-
abouts."
"I had the Impression you were-
Interested in the property."
"I am. interested in locating
Mrs. Wells."
Bertha looked as though she
could have eaten a breakfast dish
of ;deed filings with relish.
"How Was Wells whet)' you
talked with him?" I asked. "Was
he hostile or co-operative?
"
"He's co-operative. He said he
was just as anxious to find hi
s
wife lig I v.
i• littitl,--vMaitai._zurli. _abet; for
a thousand dollars. I'll tak
e a
look around. Perhaps. I'll 
find
her. 'Perhaps I won't. After I'v
e
Spent a thousand dollars of you
r
money on compensation r and.sx-
penses, we'll talk it over. agein."
Coming pulled out a checkbook.
Bertha started, clenching and
unclenching her hands. Light glit-
tered nom her diamond rings
. -
Corning wrote out a check, and
It across' tile desk.
• I picked it up. It was Ara
tvn
on a bank in San Antnaka. Texas
.
•
-•-•coseetwessionesswe---
•
It was payable to Cool, &
and was' for one hundred 
and
fifty dollars,. --
I tossed the cheek over to Ber-
tha's desk. -This check is fo
r
one hundred and fifty doliars, 
I.
said a thousand."
"I know what you sal 
One-
fifty is as high as I'm pr
epared
to lad at the present Vnie. 
You
see, I represent a large s
yndicate
which has extensne inteve
sts.
This is relatively a small cas
e. I
want to keep it small"
I said, "I don't thin!: a reta
iner
of that size WIll enable us to
 get
the information yoii want.
"
"Suit yourrclf," said,,
inn up his hat, and then 
reach-
ing out a big bronzed hand 
for
the check on- tee desk..
There was a flash of diamond
s
as Bertha snatched the check
 out
front under his fingers. "We'l
l
make a start," she told him, 
cut-
:ing the words Off with a sciss
ors.
iarp tongue. "When we ge
t to
the end of this check, we'l
l send
for you. 'Then you can eit
her go
-ahead or quit." *-
"You may have found her b
y
that time," he said. •
"We 'tiny have," Bertha 
said
coldly. "Where do we reach 
you?"
"Dartmouth Hotet I'll be the
re
for ten days."
He shook hands with 
Bertha
and me and went out.
Bertha waited Antil the 
door
had closed, then she picked 
up a
plastic tray of paper clips 
and
dashed it to the floor. She 
pulled
up her skirts and stsuriped 
on the
clips with her high-heeled 
shoes.
Then ,she kicked the tray 
clear
across the toffice. .
I sat bark in my eitair 
and
lit a cigarette.
"Damn you, Donap Litm!7" s
he
rasped at me. "If you'd bee
n in
an tiour4igo, -we'd have be
en cut
In on an oil well. That gu
y has
a lease that has to be s
igned by
Mrs.' Wells. lied /lave given 
us a
big chunk of money to find
 her."
"We ardn't finished, yet," 
I
told her.
"The hell we aren't!" Bert
ha
raged. "We're licked. He's 
seen
sonic lawyer who told him 
there
was .no use cutting a det
ective
agency in on an on deal j
ust to
find a missing person. T
hat law-
-Yer told him to 
go back to US
and force -Tis -Id 'handle 
it as an
ordinary missing-person deal.
"
"Well, that's what we're doing;
isn't it?"
"Damn you, yes!" she shouted.
I tried a smoke ring,
She rang the buzzer for he
r
secretary, said, "J
ane, pick up
those paper clips and put them i
n
the tray. That damn tray fell
 off
the desk."
I winked at Jane and walke
d
(7'o Be confining
(-----F7QR RENT
TWO COMFORTABLE Sleeping
rooms at Main & 17th. Shelton
Canady, Phone 1020-R. J29P
UNFURNISHED- ápartñent, three
rooms and bath. Kentucky and
n _one_bipek from college.
$30 month. Phone 721. j30p
FOUR ROOM unfurnished, mod-
ern apartment. Phone 685 or
95.
Auction Sale
I will on "Saturday, July 27.
1 p.m. at the Rudy Pogue farm
1/2-mile east of Taylor's store.
sell my household and kitchen
furniture, 1 electric stove, 1
refrigerator, 1 washer, studio
(much and chair, feather beds,
quilts, chairs, tables, trunks, iron-
ing board, 1 dresser, and a numb-
er of items not mentioned. Sale
rain or shine. Luck Burt, auc-
tioneer. J26P
Man Turns Hobby
Into Vocation •
DJNCAN, °kis. --IA- An in-
terest in rocks developed dur.ng
his years as a minet turned into
a hobby for M. R. Davis, and
now at, the age-Ot 69, he's
_making it his vocation.
Davis77k_lifelOng - admirer "OT
beautiful rocks and semi-precious
stones, has started cutting stones
for wholesale jeWeiry firms.
"I guess this rock business is
pretty much in your blocid,"
said the one-time miner who
later became a house painter
and paper-hangr.
His intrest in stones was stir-
red by the rock rollection of his
grandfather, a watchmaker and
silversmith.
Davis said he has about $1,000
worth of equipment fOr his new
career. He buys the stones lie
cuts for jewelers 'and does not
use the oneshe collects.
"It's like fishing," he said. "If
you want sport you catch them.
If you want to be sure to get
fish, you got to a market and
buy them."
Davis usually' works with a-
ir, although 
he has worked
with jade and some others.
He looks upon his new vocation
as an excellent one for aging
people.
,
_NANCY
EDUARDO ZENDER and hi, "Miss Universe"
 daughter CladysTegis-
ter deep contern as they read one of the man
y contracts',-being
considered as a result of her beauty triumph In Lon
g Beach, Calif.
They were -up in the air" in the matter of a chaperone
. Th.2Lima,
Peru, family requires that a chaperone accompa
ny her, son ,ithing
Dew expenaewiee in the deal. (Infornalso
nalSounas.'..uto)
HONDURAS, NICARAGUA 'AGREE'
HERE IS the ceremony In the P
an American embassy ln 'Washing-
ton as Honduras and Nicaragu
a signed an agreement to take their
half-century-old border dispute to the
 Court of international Jus-
tice at the Hague. Signing for Hondura
s Is Foreign Minister
George Fidel Durun. The other Mister 
is Alejandro Montiel Ar-
vuello, Nicaraguan foreign minister. Standing
 by Ls Ricardo Arias
Espinosa, Panama ambassador and chairman
 of the Organization
of American States. 
(international Boundphoto),,
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Murray Livestock -Co.
Sales Each Tuesday at 2:00 O'clock
July 23, 1957
TOTAL HEAb 894
Good Quality Fat Steers $20.00-2
2.00
Medium Quality Pauls.lanc_.C...tals , 15.00-19-00
Baby Beeves:- .--.-- z.......--..........wk.,  16.0042.
0Q
Fat Cows, Beef Type - 12.00-1
4.50
Canners and Cutter*  _ 6.
00- I 1 .60
-- Bulls 
 16.80 Down --
VEALS -
Fancy Veals 
 22.00
No, 1 Veal, 
 . 20.70
No. 2 Veals . 
a 19.00
HOGS-
Throwouts   
6.50-17.00,
180 to 240 pounds.   
20.75
1 1956 FORD Fairlane. Beautiful 2-t
one with all Ford
equiprbent. Real sharp! .
i 1955, CHEVROLET ̀2-door. Two-tone with extras.. 1 ft/if1y guaranteed!
i 1955 FORD 4-door, with extras. C
lean as a pin.
1955 MERCURY 4-door. Two-tone 
blue with extras.
Really beautiful!
1954 MERCURY Monterey 4-door. Re
al nice!
1954 CHEVROLET 2-door with standard
 transmis-
sion. A nice car and fully guaranteed.
1953 FORD 2-door with extras. Drives
 like new!
1952' FORD Custom 2-door„ 2-tone. Tip-fo
p in every
way.
1950 BUICK Special, 4-door. _
1956 FORD, 8"-yl. 34.-ton fiuck. Local
ly owned,
8,400 miles. New truck guarantee. See i
t for
sure.
-
- C.-
- - ""m"."44.."."44.444~44."...."...4444"1"  
•
Our eyes.. So
• -
QUALITY, SERVICE and GUARA
NTEES
Hugo Wilson Motor Sales
Phone 682 
Murray, 1:0."1
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I WAS
CONVICTED ON
CIRCUMSTANTIAL
EVIDENCE
AUNT FRITZI •
WHAT IS
CI RCUMSTANT1AL-
EVIDENCE ?
C
-•
4
ABBIE an' SLATS
ITS A TOSSUP, CHARLIE-WHETHER
SHE'LL BE SORER AT YOU FOR BEING
CONNED INTO MARRYING GLENDA ---
OR HARPY BECAUSE YOU AIN'T
MARRIED TO THAT DAME.'
WELL - WHAT HAVE YOU TO
SAY FOR YOURSELF MASTER-
MIND
AS HIS GUARDIAN,YOU FOR
CE THEM
TO LIVE HERE!! FATCHANCE,WHO
CAN'T BEAR BEING PART
ED FROM
HIS CHILD, WILL WANT TO LIVE
HERE, TOO -
-
ey --FAD c - coex FADE D - co ey
by Ernie Bushmiller
•
by Raeburn Van Bured
ONLY THIS, GLENDA-
I (SHUDDER) RESIGN:
by Al Capp
MARRY YOU - OH!! 
MADAME?!
-AND Ti C.)!,̀1L'i WAY - TO
C LL V ERLF,- CLEVER!!
'.4);"'iirsusrp.A
rtosi
508!!
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MARTHA MYER
DEAN JAGGER 
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ITS
GOTH ER agansti
MAN. against WOMAN
BROTHER - 
In This Searing
EXPOSE !
I
ised to dci- when they agreed' •:As one. spokesman said. "ac- 
What kind of female. emotionally
to drop advertising and promo:- tually. everybedy's satisfied-es- ' ,peaking. becomes the mother of
ing speed - ne best kind of offspring-again' pecially . the independent racing •
The agreement.' reached --1”-i.driver .who has a better chance ' 
iootionally speaking.
the five U S. manufacturers , .,,, maks a living. But -the cor..- If the hope is ever realized
within ' the. framework of the ponies are saving_money now. in one particular. direction. there
- Automobile Manufacturers Assn . and by the time ther quit racing i h• be .a teMptation - to pack
has" been relayed as orders to al: rompeti•ion we had the :public "ii '4 '' -.emales in cotton batting to pre-
divisions of their Separate corr.- ; so confused by . all the racing-. „my, Arm frorn all shock. .on
• Opames. each reported. ' claims- that. ridbody .knear._ ,,_ wha• .h minds.. e tx that the .best off-
Only time and inspectosro .c....t.oli,yeek" - -iv--  - O
.- lartrigi.efirtotiovuttly speaking) are 
the advertisements And publ.city those of mothers who have never
releases rd 'the, auio firms ioll This vilas . certainly true, after
rknown anxiety-causing st.ock.
telt whether they'll continue.to the Daytona Beach stock car
hid the line against exploiting 1 speed tests last winter. the adver- 
, At the presmt stage of scien-
pontule 
reported 
the"sva___63-, -,,,,I. „he 
soon'--ring 
orgarazatv.n. ence-will--esbe able -to find 
the %ice for speed uf the Amer- toing claims rj Ford. Mercury. ,
can, public.
Ford, Mercury, Chervolet and- seem, theY'd al; won, and that
o -Chevit'Clet and 'Penitiac Ito& ' it ; is n't ce"OnItY•
 ,I 
hacel...4saa'dinlr,°• ,...,
- 
*Inc investigation. however. there
or. for that matter whether 'ci-
rrus. So far there , are only sug•
115 to direction
au.i.„ eornra,ic,, iceboats. The newest 'of which
. .., would never have gotten into 
comes f rpm Dr. William R.
Thormsen of Wesleyan Univer-
' soeed and .h. rsep over pr motion'
sity, Midletown. Conn.' itfolt::.;i:s.. hadn't sold cars to - the
... Hi 5 TOSt dramatic "suggestion"
One versien of how it Closter- as expressed in scientific lanai'-
. cd orres back to • the post-war age. is this: "Radically altering I
1 Cadillac engine .and '.5 vqunger, the mother before pregnancy may I
•:-44r 'be -01d5er,(1bile 88: be quite equivalent to radically
' 'twh en•Ir•I'` wer" aac" -altering the erivironment during
• •-1, ......,-.rett- • forerunners -in the orernancv." The "radital alter-
s. I high-c, rr.pressirm high horrepow- ink" of the mother is an altering
er field The public liked their of her emotional status.Call TERMINI-X - World's •
, penver, trig - tvilt--1 odders -kited -their:- • Worked On netts
Largest Termite Control adaptability and the race drivers I •The females he "altered" emo-
Organization I won racer with there.. . .- .i tionally -were female white rats
All 'Work and Service . .. Thee Ford and Chrysler -gni _,....since no one -could properly
• Pe-1---d S. 'Into the Teo to 5?op Old.,rmobile . experiment with human beings:.
and later ChevrolAt Mid •Pontlat t- and ariotooy. there -are many
OHIO VALLEY TERMINIX from • ̀ '""I'ning an the flee'L I more points of similarity in both
CORP. 
, Soon... l.,. • erripba. oi* was n which I emotional and physical function-
I model ear won at Daytona. Fl)ke's 1 ins among mammals of all sorts
., Peak,- -the • Pan-Arr.eriran - • road than • there are points of • dis-P.O. Box 84
Pa°' ah. 's I. race arid rr.any
• Phone 34114 Or :-6696 car contests. 
oh 'r '-''ll stock 1 similarity:•
Local Customers or 
' 1 Thrtmpson's initial) experimemt
.The advertising sl,.garv b•mme , was to train five female white
- Contact direct or l'or Ftsferenc4 "Rocket away." **:The h,.• one" I rats in the nature of shock and
of performance of - Wore call i and -"The hot: ene s even _hotter." t how to avoid shock. He put them
MURRAY LUMBER CO. 
- "the car that c,cas ' off-. 4*,-. tmt . Into a box. After a buzzer sound-
.'This ...baby co:
lj
"FLYING ANTS
MUCH OUT FOR COSILY
TERMITE DAMAGE'
ter -bondage. This call -Came as
complete surprise to Gideon. It
came when he was modestly th-
reshing wheat with a flail near
Gideon's modesty, humility and
distrust a self were highly from-
mendable. He has certainly pro-
vided us with a splendid example
of the right spirit for entering
upon any high task, mariely, the
sense of distrust in one's own
powers prompting the feeling of
reliance upon a mightier source of
he}gi The ..assutpcg-ut.r.ginfurce-
nedecl. When we know that God
has given us a definite task to clq.
refused to separate themselves
from what they knew to be very
displeasing to Him. However. if
they were to enjoy His favor and
_too serve Him acceptably.it: wIi
necessary that Baal-worship be
eradicated. .
So, that night God commanded
sence, for arrange' of. the Lord Gideon to destroy the altar of
said to him, "The Lord is with Baal and to rrect in its place an
thee, thou might man of valour." altar of Jehovah. Gideon was als
To these surprising words Gideon 
o
instructed to offer a, burnt sacri-
e the stguilir.ant -TrPtYr---ff -the' f1ii-therecon-47-HitifTo-inou -
Lord be with us. why then is all ly and heroically Gideon did as he
this befallen us?" It is not diffi- had been cothmanded. When th.•
cult to understand why Gideon
s teas 
men of the city discovered wha•
poke so despondently. It had been done to the altar of
the age-old question: -11 God Baal, they immediately inquired
ioves us. why dot_ He permit who had destroyed it. meanwhile
these things?" Nevertheless, Gi- stispecting Gideon because he had
deon was fully aware of the fact previously repudiated all idola-
that his people had failed to give trous practices.
God an opportunity to do for Before God sent Gideon against
them what he was able. willing the foe. He called him te live the
imd anxious - to do. teparatrtl-ann ded c
II. Gideon's Commisison. fore God could use him effective--
From .God Gideon received a ly in His service. it was absolute-
commission to deliver the Isrleo ly necessary that he live the Lord
lites from their bondage. Con- His richtful place in 'NS life.
scious of his limitations, Gideon Gideon is a splendid example of.
cried out in protest against as- the action which every present-
turning such a responsibility by day Christian should take in sep-
saying. "Oh my Lord. wherewith orating himself very definitely
gency. An emergency never arises shall I save Israel'!" He honestly from worldliness and sin. Cher-
 but a4a. God -has-a- man op.& f". fal.1.11.9 1 , wag u**arly Line.' 
the occasion. In this case, _the ob.
**yr*ay v 262
=Mt =IIIMM
- !ts„ ed. an electric current passed
•• •hrnugh the floor. shocking any
rats which were standing on it...
But the rats learned that by
-21M.1.1"....111-3111.1.111 - 11111 pushing open a door and going
tan a• anything on
and many -more such
Both In Technicolor
- 
TWG TOP HITS
SAT.
ecer 6 35 — Start D-6,sk
4
How Long Since
You've Seen A Big
Wide Screen Movie
4, In Technicolor ?
SCN-MON -
/,••• I • •ar P•111,S
into the •adjacent compartment
of the box when the 'buzzer
sounded. they could. avoid being
shocked. "hen they learned that
so well that they instantly went
through the dour whenever there
was p buzz.. they. were mated.
During their pregnancies, this a
situatim was. repeated periodi-
cally - except that the der,r
now war locked. there was n,
...teape. 'her/ had .no choice nu!
I., await *be' shock and take it., 3.
Their /t rspring was found to
Is much higher in "emotionality" "
than ..ff,pring of mothers who
hal )1 a no ex pert Price with
shock and the anxieties shock
produces •
This was set, forth in a tech-
nical publication:of the Ameri-
can Association fog • the Ade
ancrtnent of Science. Dr. Arnold
R. Kaplan of the New York
State Poitchistric Institute Point-
ed nut titit perhaps the high4
"emotionally" of offmring was
wit -due to the anxiety imposed
uport'lhe mothers. during preg-
nancy, but was due to the "stress"
they hlad undergone in learning
the nature of shock and how to
avoid it
_ *ad. for. so vast an undertaking. usefulness in Gods service.. To
One look, one ride. and you'll find 
more to
be proud of in a Chevrolet. No 
other low-
` priced car quite comes up to 
it for fine
finishing touches-and sweet, smooth 
and
gassy performance.
This one wants you to get choosey! The fussier
you are. the more Chevy can 
show what its
got inside, out ,ide and in performance.
Take tlie solid way a ,Chevy is 
built. It's
••••• the only car in its 
field with Body by Fisher
-sturdily put together, with a look 
of sub-
aware •21 that and, "1 am now -
starting. a pioneer • te examine 
•
t hi wies • ion 1 horoughly. How
such 'effects. if they really occur, -
have t hte r adtion cannot be ig
  aiiminWANIat.  answered at present. .
. •
• ••
•
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Auto Makers
Claim They
PACE FTX
• •
Vcirld'esil:ongest Covered Bridge In Canada
WEDNESDAY , JULY 24. 1957
F5-5,, (-••••tely C••••!...* .V•tuntal R•1•••50 '
New Brunswick has roore than 215 covered bridges including the longest one in the World - 1282 feet over
the St John River at Hartland. These covered wooden structures are still in daily use and are much
photographed by visitors to the Province. The bridge roof protects the Large timbers of the bridges irons
Weathering ar_d so lengthen their life from 23 to as much as 70 years. engineers say. - o 1145
1 _
7-
erews. For seetral .years, each
banded the:r highly-paid -racing S . • 
I
' 
plight squarely upon them. H -
ed the responsibility for their sad
i e
. f these racing teams-headeci 1 cienee Hopes 1„ they had no one to blame butimpressed them with the fact that
by .a veteran driver-mechanic 
and including a. half-dozen top 170—Fi nd The --tThalthless grace---by n earmgtheir
.-themselves Then He showed His
active drivers plus. a .score of cries and by raising up_a deliver-
• •
since he had come from a poor
[Sunday School Les.son j j ftitlY fromand
By Dr. H C 
 an uninfluential
•
GIDEON. FOE OF PAGANISM scure, humble, busy. valorous,
Judges 6:25-32 brave and heroic Gideon was that
To treat this subject prolierly it 1man.
. will be necessary to study jhei It was in the midnight hour of
larger lesson for today. With mo- 1 Israel's • hope when God called
notonous regularity the children Gideon to the task of command-
of Israel tlirned away from ocood mg the armies of Israel in de-
 "osvo,- ;el* • • ta'm isfalasix. "ilithia a cursipara, :loping His people from fhett-birnien
tirelY-shrrtitiii • after COA had
delivered them out of the hand of
their oppressors they were in
trouble igain. It was the same old we may rest assured that He will
story. namely, after a period of the winepress on his father's farmA aiso give us the necessary strength
peace and prosperity they again which was a very unusual loca- te accomplish it.
did evil in the sight of the Lord. tion for such a procedure. He did Gideon's ConsecratiOn.
In order to bring the Israelites it there isi the hope that the Mi- As has been the case with many
to their senses and to cause thern 1 dianites would sot discover what 1 people. the Israelites called on
to repent of their sins. God per- he was doing. lest they might rob God for help and at the sametim
mitted the roving hlidianites to him of his grain.
overrun their land. to steal their 1 When God called Gideon to be-
crops and flocks, and to bring come his chosen instrument in ac-
them into captivity for purposes complishing the deliverance of the
of discipline. For seven years .heJ. Isralites, the latter did not have
1.1-idianites oppressed and impov-[alt)' Wrsorial-- Inclination toward
erished them. After this period of the task. But. he was given abun-'
chafing under this servitude, dug dant assurance of the Lord's pre-
lb their disobedience to God, the
Israelites cried unto the Lord for
mercy and deliverance. Out of the
agony of their clamor God found
aim-Ming he -EDICIttt answer.
them He sent a prophet who stir-
red their memories by recount-
ing the miracles of His grace and
then He gave them God's sting-
ing reproof; ,"But ye haVe- hut
obeyed rhy voice." Thus He plac-__ I -
. mechanics and t ngineers--eurn- i,s . er to bring thern out of theirkept %Nord Gideon. peed in -leading stockrtar races iand se nVeral top sports car rao_ est" Mother I. bondage.
oet-ents. 
. When Israel was in deep des-
's Call.
,, It was estimated ' this -talent. 1 
pair and her enemies were in ex-
.plus costs of special cars, parts 1 
By DELOS SMITH ultant triumph. God selected a
'
By JIM CKLOCKENKEMPER
United Press Staff Cor spendent 
and materials. transportation an: ' Un
ited Pram Science Editor suitable man to meet the emer-
ee41. _ All u. s bit. ,., i.act, rv aid. all ran into f•evtral vriv ye,RK ii, ._ worn.... .,,i,i
manutacitoreres--said
million dollars a yeai for b.or. Le interested in learning at'-today thter :h-
'hive done just v.liiit we prom-
General- Motuts and Ford. 'science has hope of finding out
•
•
•••
•
FRIDAY — JULY 26, 1957
persist in worldliness and sin is to
be in league with Satan. "Know
ye not that the friendship of the
world is enmity with God? Who-
sOevero_therefore will be a friend
of the.world is the enemy of God"
(Jamet I:4 It
• Having discovered the will of
God for his life. Gideon dedicat-
ed himself to the doing of that
will in the strength and under the
direction of- the Lord. He devoted
himself without reservation to the
sassiostaaosce kif the revealed will .
•IiiirasailipetMoco
WINE BECOMES FIREWATER
GRAZ. Austria V - Farmer
Alois Denk said today that he
had no alternative but to use
his supply et fermenting wine
to save his , burning house. He
because 'of the water shortage
said he had no water available
caused by a prolonged heat Valve,
and had to use the wine to
douse the flames.
BRO. L. H. POGUE
Speaker
•
of
wisdom 
God. This 
children of oGd. His will is clear-
ly revealed To us in the Word of
God. therefore, we should study
it regularly and diligently in ord-
er to learn what it is. Upon On-
certining the will of the Lord for
us, we should devote ourselves
without reservation tp doing it,
ever relying on Rim for the nec-
essary strength. Like Gideon, we
shouldboth  display bo faitto and
.v,yim,sopiketrit cha
acterize all us who are the
ior-
mmandments.
OFFICIAL POP OUT
MUSKEGON, Mich. tn — Ska
pop has "been -ruled out during
working hours for thirsty North
Muskegon city officials and em-
ployes. Aldermen denied a re-
quest for installation of a soft
drink %wilding machine, stating
that the "logical but unlikely
climax would see the city 'dis-
pensing beer for its constituents."
GOSPEL
MEETING
COLDWATER
Church of Christ
July 28 - Aug. 4
Services Each Day
3:00 p.m. ;8:00 p.m.
You Are Invited -
stance other cars in its price class haven't quite
captured. Everywherelou look, fine
 finishing
touches confirm the craftsmanship 
that goes
into a Chevrolet.
Chievrolet's response and performance 
are
pretty special, too. There's a 
well-what-are-
we-waiting-for spirit in the 
engine, especially
when you show a Chevrolet a 
mountain.
And you'll do a lot of looking to 
find com-
parable smoothness, steadiness 
and nimble-
ness on the road, If you do find them, you'll
be in the high-altitude prices-for 
sure. See a
Chevrolet at your dealer's now.
(11E11101,El'
MORE PEOPLE DRIVE
CIIEVROLETF4 'MAN ANY
OTHER CAR
It gives you
-more to be proud of
O-
DON T ANY CAR BEFORE YOU DRIVE A 
CHEW . . . I'S BEST SHOWROOM IS THE ROAD.
Only franchised Chevrolet dealers
aI
AIR CONDITIONING—TEMPERATURES MADE TO 
ORDER. GET A DEMONSTRATION i
display this famous trademark.
•
See Your Local Authorized Chevrolet 
Dealer
•
--3
sa 
4
4,
'
